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Within the region, CIP has worked directly with partner
organizations in Trinidad & Tobago since 1999 to

strengthen planning practice in low-income urban communities.
This work has been supported by the Canadian International
Development Agency (CIDA), and has taken the form of
training, knowledge transfer, community workshops, and the
placement of recent Canadian planning graduates as interns
with Trinidadian host organizations.

In November 2003, CIDA approved its contribution to the
Integrated Urban Community Planning & Development
(IUCPD) Project.This three-year project addresses the need
for the planned implementation of social and physical
infrastructure projects.The project is taking place in East Port
of Spain (EPoS), a densely populated hillside area located within
the City of Port of Spain. EPoS is characterized by low incomes,
unauthorized and unplanned development, squatting on State
and Municipal Corporation lands, inadequate physical and social
infrastructure, vulnerability to land slippage and flooding, and
high incidences of youth crime and unemployment.

The IUCPD project is supporting a participatory local area
planning process in the EPoS community of Gonzales
(estimated pop. 5,000) in order to demonstrate and test a
methodology for replication in other communities.Three key
aspects of this methodology are the participation of a broad
range of stakeholders in plan formulation, integration of both
physical and social development priorities into municipal
development plans, and the linkages between plan formulation
and plan implementation.

The planning process will rely on the active cooperation of the
Town and Country Planning Division, the City of Port of Spain
Corporation and Gonzales community organizations. Local
authorities face a shortage of skills, training programs and
related resources necessary for plan preparation and
implementation.To this end, the project is also delivering a
series of professional development training modules for public
sector planners and other officials and staff involved in
community level activities.Training activities will focus on
Integrated Planning Methodology; Participatory Geographic
Information Systems; and Public Participation Techniques.

Ongoing Training Missions & Community
Planning Workshops – 2004 to 2006
The project will have ongoing training missions over the next
two years. CIP members with experience in any combination
of the following areas are invited to participate.

> Integrated Planning Methodology: Planning for social,
environmental, and economic development at a neighbourhood-
level; linking plan preparation to project implementation.

> Geographic Information Systems:The role of GIS in
community planning; Building a project GIS with limited data;
Inter-agency coordination of information systems.

> Community Participation in Planning: Overview of methods
for engaging residents and other local stakeholders in the
planning process; Community mapping exercise; Community
visioning exercise; Community outreach techniques.

Training will be delivered through a combination of 1/2 day
seminars; hands-on workshops with professionals, officials and
staff; and community planning workshops.

Timing
A series of five training missions and workshops are scheduled
to take place between October 2004 and September 2005;
additional missions will take place during the period October
2005-October 2006. Participants in these training missions will
typically be required to remain overseas for a period of seven
to 10 days.

Deliverables
CIP Training Teams will deliver the following:
> Pre-departure compilation of training materials related to

Integrated Planning Methodology,
> Participatory Geographic Information Systems, and/or Public

Participation Techniques;
> Pre-departure preparation of seminar-style presentations;
> Delivery of seminar presentations in Trinidad;
> Delivery of a community workshop in Trinidad;
> Delivery of hands-on training workshops with local

professionals in Trinidad; and
> Final Mission Report upon return to Canada.

Expenses to be Covered
CIP will assume responsibility for the costs associated with
return economy airfare, standard hotel accommodation, meals,
incidentals and local transportation.

No fees for professional services will be paid.

Selection Process
A resume and a cover letter should be sent to
international@cip-icu.ca.Trainers will be selected by the CIP
International Committee, and will be notified one month in
advance of departure.

The contribution of CIP members to project training activities will be
credited towards members’ participation in continuous professional
development/learning.

The IUCPD Project is made possible through a CDN$300,000
contribution from the Partnership Branch of the Canadian
International Development Agency.

Invitation to CIP Members to Participate in International
Training Missions Trinidad & Tobago 2004-2006

In order to enhance the recognition of planning outside the profession and to expose professionals, decision-makers and 
the public to good planning practice, CIP has played an active role in the Caribbean since 1984 through its membership in 

the Commonwealth Association of Planners (CAP).

The Trinidad and Tobago Coat of Arms
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In my Vice-President profile, I indicated that I am committed to advancing professional planning excellence
in Canada. I aim to accomplish this by delivering effective member services and raising the profile of the

profession by building on the strengths of the partnership between the CIP and its affiliates.

In this article, I provide some initial thoughts on how this will be achieved during my two-year term as
President, commencing at the annual general meeting during the 2005 CIP National Conference in Calgary.
This will be accomplished by facilitating the implementation of the new 2004–2006 CIP Strategic Plan,
which has been posted on the CIP Web site.

The development and implementation of a continuing professional learning (CPL) program for full and
provisional members is one of my personal priorities.This initiative is being developed in partnership with
all affiliates. Over the next 18 months, affiliates will be consulting with their members prior to conducting
an affiliate vote on the implementation of their own CPL program.The CIP’s role will be to ensure that
consistent national standards are established and maintained after the CPL program has been implemented
at the affiliate level.

National membership standards are an essential core service provided by the CIP. Ensuring that our
membership standards are current and relevant is another of my priorities. In the past, the Code of
Professional Practice, formerly the Code of Conduct, has not been reviewed on a regular basis.To ensure that
the recently revised Code remains current, I intend to establish an advisory committee to recommend
when the Code needs to be revised.

Some of the membership activities that I have prioritized include the following:
> delivering relevant programs, products and services that help members become better professionals and

assist them in their personal lives;
> utilizing the new national database to cost-effectively enhance the delivery of services by the CIP and

affiliates;
> implementing a membership recruitment and retention strategy to increase and retain membership; and
> developing and implementing improvements to the membership application process employing current

technology.

I am committed to the delivery of these and other member services by ensuring that the national office is
adequately staffed, managed and resourced to deliver these services in a timely manner.

I have long felt that we need to recognize our own members for their long-term membership and to
recognize non-planners for their contribution to the profession.With this in mind, I am committed to
implementing a long service membership award program to recognize long-term membership in the CIP.
It is also my intention that we better utilize the existing honourary member recognition provisions to
acknowledge the contributions of non-members.

As part of the implementation of the strategic plan, we will be developing a more dynamic and current
corporate image and identity for the CIP.We are also preparing an effective communication and marketing
strategy for the Institute, which will include developing the capacity to implement the strategy. I fully
support these activities and will work toward their timely implementation.

It is my intention to continue to build upon the CIP’s successes with our externally funded international
and domestic outreach and capacity-building programs with emphasis placed on creating opportunities for
CIP members.The First Nations initiative and the World Urban Forum are examples of programs or activities
that raise the profile of the profession and create opportunities for members.

Students continue to question the relevance of the CIP because we do not target services to the needs of
students. I am committed to raising the relevance of the CIP for students enrolled in recognized planning
programs and to promoting an engaged dialogue between the CIP, affiliates,ACUPP and students.

In conclusion, the CIP is a national association, working in partnership with all seven affiliates, that relies on
a strong volunteer network. Many members already make significant contributions, but we continue to
need your support. If you are not involved, I encourage you to volunteer and become involved, either at
the national or affiliate level. ■

Looking Ahead

FROM THE DESK OF CHRISTOPHER LEACH

Chris Leach, MCIP
CIP Vice-President 
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Dans mon profil de vice-président, je mentionnais mon engagement à l’égard de l’avancement de la profession
d’urbaniste professionnel au Canada. J’ai l’intention d’atteindre cet objectif en fournissant des services efficaces

aux membres et en rehaussant le profil de la profession en exploitant les forces nées du partenariat entre l’ICU et
ses organismes affiliés.

J’expose ici quelques pensées sur ce que je compte faire pour atteindre ces objectifs pendant mon mandat de deux
ans à la présidence, en commençant à l’assemblée générale annuelle prévue dans le cadre du congrès national 2005
de l’ICU à Calgary. Cette réalisation passera par la mise en œuvre du nouveau plan stratégique 2004-2006 de l’ICU,
affiché au site Web de l’Institut.

L’élaboration et la mise en œuvre d’un programme de perfectionnement professionnel continu, pour les membres à
part entière et provisoires, comptent parmi mes priorités. Un tel programme est en voie d’être mis au point, fruit
d’un partenariat entre tous les organismes affiliés.Au cours des prochains 18 mois, les affiliés consulteront leurs
membres avant de tenir un vote sur la mise en œuvre de leur propre programme de perfectionnement. L’ICU
veillera à l’instauration et au respect de normes nationales uniformes une fois le programme sur pied au niveau des
organismes affiliés.

Les normes nationales visant les adhésions comptent parmi les services clés fournis par l’ICU. Il fait d’ailleurs aussi
partie de mes priorités de veiller à ce que ces normes soient à jour et pertinentes. En effet, le Code of Professional
Practice, auparavant intitulé Code of Conduct, n’a pas fait l’objet de révisions régulières par le passé. Pour veiller à ce
que ce document reste pertinent, je compte former un comité consultatif chargé de recommander des révisions au
code, en temps et lieu.

Les activités suivantes comme parmi celles que j’ai classées comme prioritaires :
> fournir des programmes, produits et services pertinents qui aident les membres à aiguiser leur professionnalisme

et les aident dans leur vie personnelle;
> utiliser la nouvelle base de données nationale pour améliorer de façon économique la prestation de services par

l’ICU et ses affiliés;
> mettre en œuvre une stratégie de recrutement et de rétention des membres;
> améliorer la démarche d’adhésion en ayant recours aux technologies de pointe.

Je me suis engagé à fournir ces services, entre autres, en veillant à ce que le bureau national soit suffisamment doté,
correctement géré et dispose des ressources nécessaires pour offrir ces services en temps et lieu.

Je pense depuis longtemps que nous devons reconnaître nos propres membres qui adhèrent depuis longtemps à
l’ICU ainsi que les personnes qui ne sont pas urbanistes, mais qui contribuent à la profession. C’est donc avec cette
idée en tête que je compte créer un programme de reconnaissance de l’adhésion prolongée à l’ICU. J’ai aussi
l’intention de faire meilleur emploi des dispositions de reconnaissance des membres honoraires pour souligner la
contribution des personnes qui ne sont pas urbanistes.

Dans le cadre de la mise en œuvre du plan stratégique, nous formulerons une image professionnelle et une identité
plus dynamiques et modernes pour l’ICU. Nous préparons aussi une stratégie efficace de communication et de
marketing pour l’Institut, stratégie qui englobe la création d’une capacité de mise en œuvre. J’appuie entièrement ces
mesures et compte m’affairer pour qu’elles soient complétées rapidement.

J’ai l’intention de développer les succès de l’ICU en ce qui a trait à ses programmes de diffusion externe, à l’échelle
nationale et internationale, et de renforcement des capacités en privilégiant la création de débouchés pour les
membres de l’ICU. Le programme de collaboration avec les Premières nations et le Colloque mondial des villes sont
autant d’exemples de programmes et d’activités qui rehaussent le profil de la profession et créent des débouchés.

Les étudiants continuent de douter de la pertinence de l’ICU parce que ses services ne ciblent pas leurs besoins.
Je suis bien décidé à rehausser la pertinence de l’ICU pour les étudiants inscrits à des programmes reconnus d’études
en urbanisme et à encourager le dialogue entre l’ICU, ses affiliés, l’ACUPP et les étudiants.

Enfin, l’ICU est une association nationale qui travaille de front avec sept affiliés et qui se fie à un réseau de bénévoles
solide. Bien des membres contribuent déjà beaucoup à l’ICU, mais nous continuons d’avoir besoin de votre appui.
Si vous ne participez pas activement, je vous encourage à vous porter bénévole et à participer, à l’échelon national
ou à celui des affiliés. ■

Coup d’oeil sur l’avenir

DU BUREAU DE CHRISTOPHER LEACH

Chris Leach, MICU
Vice-président de l’ICU 
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CIP NEWS / ÉCHOS DE L’ICU

2004 Toronto Moved
Minds Indeed

The CIP/OPPI annual conference,“2004: Moving Minds, Our
Urban Challenge”, attracted some 920 planners from

across Canada to its exciting array of workshops, presentations
and social activities.The conference, held in the heart of
Toronto from July 11 to 14, 2004, focused on four subthemes:
Moving Obstacles, Moving Ideas, Moving Together and Moving
Forward. Mobile workshops explored such locations as
Dundas Square and Yonge Street;The King East and Distillery
District; and Toronto’s Sheppard Subway Corridor.

Members of the conference
organizing committee did 
a fabulous job of providing
the perfect mix of
education, networking and
entertainment.A broad
range of social activities
spanned the three days,
including the opening
reception held at the
historic Distillery District,
a meet-and-greet for
students and potential
employers, alumni night 
at various hotspots
throughout the city and,
topping it all off, the CIP
awards banquet held at 
the Sheraton Centre
Toronto Hotel.

Several meetings were held in conjunction with the conference,
including the CIP’s Annual General Meeting, meetings of the
CIP Council, and the CIP’s Student Trust Fund (board meeting
and annual general meeting). Besides drawing record attendance
from the CIP’s membership, the conference attracted many
visitors from abroad, some of whom made presentations while
others attended sessions and took part in meetings related to
the CIP’s international work.

Plans are well under way for the CIP’s next conference,
“2005 – Frontiers in Planning”, which will be held jointly with
the Alberta Association Canadian Institute of Planners from
July 17 to 20, 2005, in Calgary.Watch for details about next
year’s conference on the CIP’s Web site (www.cip-icu.ca).

Conférence 2004 à Toronto:
un vrai remue-méninges

La conférence annuelle de l’ICU - IPPO, « Remue-méninges :
la conquête des villes », a attiré quelque 920 urbanistes de

toutes les régions du Canada par son rayonnant programme
d’ateliers, de présentations et d’activités sociales. La conférence,
qui s’est déroulée en plein centre de Toronto du 11 au 14 juillet
2004, était axée sur quatre thèmes secondaires : L’élimination
des obstacles, Des idées nouvelles, Un mouvement d’ensemble
et Un pas en avant. Les ateliers mobiles ont exploré divers
endroits, par exemple le carré Dundas et la rue Yonge, le quartier

King East et Distillery et
le couloir du métro
Sheppard de Toronto.

Les membres du comité
organisateur sont
parvenus à un équilibre
parfait entre les modules
éducation, réseautage et
divertissement. Un
programme social
diversifié s’étalait sur les
trois jours, y compris la
réception d’inauguration
tenue dans le quartier
historique Distillery, une
séance d’accueil pour les
étudiants et les
employeurs potentiels,
une soirée pour les

anciens à divers points chauds de la ville et – clou du
programme – le banquet de remise des prix de l’ICU qui s’est
déroulé à l’hôtel du Centre Sheraton de Toronto.

Plusieurs réunions se sont tenues dont le cadre de la conférence,
dont l’assemblée générale annuelle de l’ICU, des réunions du
conseil de l’ICU et les réunions (conseil d’administration et
assemblée générale annuelle) du Fonds des bourses d’études
de l’ICU. En plus d’attirer un nombre record de membres de
l’ICU, la conférence a attiré un grand nombre de visiteurs de
l’étranger, dont certains ont donnée des exposés tandis que
d’autres assistaient aux séances ou prenaient part à des
réunions consacrées aux activités d’envergure internationale
de l’ICU.

Les préparatifs de la conférence de l’ICU de l’année prochaine,
« Frontières de l’urbanisme et du design », sont déjà bien amorcés.
Cette rencontre sera tenue conjointement par l’Association de
l’Alberta et l’ICU du 17 au 20 juillet 2005 à Calgary. Consultez
le site Web de l’ICU (www.cip-icu.ca) pour plus de détails.

Don May, MCIP, RPP, OPPI President, Wendy Nott, FCIP, RPP, Co-chair, 2004 Conference Committee;
and Ron Shishido, MCIP, RPP, CIP President.

Don May, MICU, RPP, président de l’IPPO, Wendy Nott, FICU, RPP, coprésidente, Comité de la
Conférence 2004; et Ron Shishido, MICU, RPP, président de l’ICU.

Photo credit: All photos on Pages 6-12 done by Wolf Studios, Ottawa
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The scholarships were presented at the Toronto conference by
Dennis Peck, on behalf of the student scholarship trust fund
jury, accompanied by CIP President Ron Shishido, MCIP, RPP.

Elizabeth Cooper, (not pictured), University of British
Columbia, won the $4,000 CIP President’s Scholarship for 
her research proposal, “Growing Up Between Relief and
Development:A Study from Dialogue with Young Refugees
Concerning their Experiences, Perspectives, Identified
Challenges and Opportunities for Adolescent Education and
Capacity-building in the Dadaab Refugee Camps, Kenya”.

Kirsten Baillie, University of
Waterloo, was presented the
$2,000 Past President’s
Scholarship honouring Thomas
Adams, for her research proposal,
“Housing as a Revitalization
Strategy for Kitchener?
Investigation of Residents of 
Infill Housing in the Inner-City 
of Kitchener”.

Heidi Hoernig, University of
Waterloo, received the $2,000
Past President’s Scholarship
honouring Horace Seymour for
her research proposal, “Planning
for Diversity: the Case Study of
Planning with Muslim
Communities”.

Greg Stratsma, Ryerson
University, was awarded the
$2,000 Past President’s Scholarship
Award honouring Humphrey
Carver, for his research proposal,
“Urban Sustainability and Design:
A Dutch Approach”.

Ces bourses ont été remises lors de la conférence de Toronto
par Dennis Peck, au nom du jury de sélection du fonds des
bourses d’études, et Ron Shishido, président de l’ICU, MICU, RPP.

Elizabeth Cooper (non photographiée) de l’Université de la
Colombie-Britannique a mérité la bourse du président de l’ICU,
d’une valeur de 4 000 dollars, pour son projet de recherche
intitulé « Growing Up Between Relief and Development:A Study
from Dialogue with Young Refugees Concerning their Experiences,
Perspectives, Identified Challenges and Opportunities for
Adolescent Education and Capacity-building in the Dadaab
Refugee Camps, Kenya ».

Kirsten Baillie, de l’Université
de Waterloo, a reçu la bourse
d’ex-président en l’honneur de
Thomas Adams, d’une valeur de
2 000 dollars, pour son projet 
de recherche intitulé « Housing
as a Revitalization Strategy for
Kitchener? Investigation of
Residents of Infill Housing in the
Inner-City of Kitchener ».

Heidi Hoernig, de l’Université
de Waterloo, a reçu la bourse
d’ex-président en l’honneur de
Horace Seymour, d’une valeur 
de 2 000 dollars, pour son projet
de recherche intitulé « Planning
for Diversity: the Case Study 
of Planning with Muslim
Communities ».

Greg Stratsma, de l’Université
Ryerson, reçu la bourse d’ex-
président en l’honneur de
Humphrey Carver, d’une valeur
de 2 000 dollars, pour son projet
de recherche intitulé « Urban
Sustainability and Design:A Dutch
Approach ».

2004 CIP Scholarship Winners
Boursiers de l’ICU 2004

2004 PLAN CANADA
“BEST ARTICLE” AWARD

The Plan Canada Award for Article of the Year for 2004 was
awarded to Ms. Judith Maxwell, Ottawa, Ontario, for her
article entitled,“Keynote address: Sustainable Cities”.

PRIX 2004 DU « MEILLEUR ARTICLE » 
PARU DANS PLAN CANADA

Le prix du meilleur article paru dans Plan Canada en 2004 a
été décerné à Mme Judith Maxwell d’Ottawa (Ontario) pour
son article intitulé « Keynote address: Sustainable Cities ».
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2004 “VISION IN
PLANNING” AWARD

The Niagara Escarpment Commission is the proud
recipient of the CIP’s “Vision in Planning (ViP)” award for its
“Niagara Escarpment Plan”.The Niagara Escarpment Plan is
outstanding in its distinction as
Canada's first, large-scale,
environmental land use plan.The
Plan’s objectives strike a balance
between development, preservation
and the enjoyment of this important
resource.The balance of protection,
conservation and sustainable
development to ensure that the
escarpment remains as a substantial
natural environment for future
generations is testament to the
endurance of this plan.

Introduced in 2001, the ViP Award
recognizes and highlights plans that
have been thoroughly implemented
and have demonstrably improved
quality of life. It is presented each
year to honour a community plan
within the city hosting the annual conference.To qualify, a plan
should have been adopted and initiated at least 15 years
previously. Evidence of the plan’s positive impact on the
community must also be presented.

PRIX 2004 VISION 
EN URBANISME

La Commission d’escarpement de Niagara est fière de
s’être méritée le prix Vision en urbanisme de cette année en
reconnaissance de son « Plan d’escarpement de Niagara ». Le

Plan d’escarpement de Niagara est
une première au Canada et s’est
distingué par son utilisation des sols
environnementaux et ce, sur une
très grande échelle. Les objectifs du
Plan assure le juste équilibre entre
le développement, la conservation
et l’utilisation de cette ressource
importante. L’équilibre entre la
protection, la conservation et le
développement durable, pour faire
en sorte que l’escarpement
demeure un endroit naturel pour
les générations futures, est le
testament de ce plan unique.

Créé en 2001, le prix Vision en
urbanisme reconnaît les plans des
villes qui ont été entièrement mis
en œuvre et ont manifestement
amélioré la qualité de vie. Ce prix
est décerné chaque année pour
honorer un plan communautaire

dressé dans la ville hôte de la conférence annuelle. Pour être
admissible, le plan en question doit avoir été adopté et mis en
œuvre depuis au moins 15 ans. De plus, des preuves de l’incidence
favorable du plan sur la collectivité doivent être fournies.

CIP President Ron Shishido, MCIP, RPP, presents Richard Murzin with
this year’s “Vision in Planning” award.

Ron Shishido, président de l’ICU, MICU, RPP, remet le prix Vision 2004
à Richard Murzin.

THE CIP HONOURS SEVEN
MEMBERS AS NEW FELLOWS OF
THE INSTITUTE
Gary Davidson, FCIP, chair of the
Fellows selection committee, and 
CIP President, Ron Shishido, MCIP,
RPP, presented the 2004 newly
inducted Fellows.

Over the past 20 years, Mary Bishop,
FCIP, has practised planning in
Newfoundland and Labrador, working
in both the public and private sectors.
Working first for the provincial
government from 1984 to 1994, she
then moved on to Canning and Pitt
Associates as a senior associate.
Mary’s enthusiasm for and dedication
to the planning profession makes her
a great addition to the CIP College
of Fellows.

L’ICU HONORE SEPT MEMBRES À
TITRE DE FELLOWS DE L’INSTITUT

Gary Davidson, FICU, président du
Comité de sélection des Fellows, et
Ron Shishido, MICU, RPP, président
de l’ICU, ont présenté les nouveaux
Fellows de l’ICU de 2004.

Au cours des 20 dernières années,
Mary Bishop, FICU, a pratiqué
l’urbanisme à Terre-Neuve et au
Labrador dans les secteurs public et
privé. Elle a d’abord travaillé pour le
gouvernement provincial de 1984 à
1994, puis s’est jointe à Canning and
Pitt Associates en tant qu’associée
senior. L’enthousiasme et le dévoue-
ment de Mary pour la profession
font d’elle un enrichissement pour
le College of Fellows de l’Institut
canadien des urbanistes.
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Jack Diamond, FCIP, a CIP member
since 1969, has been a consulting
planner for more than 35 years and
is currently a principal in the firm
Diamond and Schmidtt Inc.As a
planner, architect and teacher,
Jack’s beliefs, ideas and passion 
have resulted in impressive
accomplishments around the world
that have been publicly recognized
and rewarded. His commitment to
excellence serves as a beacon of
inspiration.

Bruce Duncan, FCIP, served as
the General Manager of the City of
Edmonton Planning and Development
Department for approximately 
15 years. He has recently moved to
the position of Intergovernmental
Officer for the City of Edmonton.
Throughout his 15-year leadership 
of a major planning department,
Bruce has been a distinguished
representative of the profession 
to other managers, professionals,
elected officials and stakeholders
with whom he has worked.

Recently retired from British Columbia’s Ministry of Municipal

Affairs, Eric Karlsen, FCIP, (not pictured), continues to

contribute to planning practice through teaching at Royal

Roads University and by chairing the Advisory Committee for

Smart Growth BC’s community initiatives. Eric is known and

respected throughout British Columbia as an ambassador for

planning and for his personal commitment to open and

inclusive processes and his considerable knowledge of urban

and resource development.

Dr. Beth Moore Milroy, FCIP,
is thriving in a career that involves
teaching, practice, research and
mentoring. Beth is a professor at
Ryerson University’s School of
Urban and Regional Planning and was
Director of that School from 1996
to 2000. She has worked tirelessly
on connecting her students with
municipal planners in the Greater
Toronto Area (GTA) and has
convinced established practitioners
that newcomers to the profession
can make their own unique
contribution.

Jack Diamond, FICU, membre de
l’ICU depuis 1969, est urbaniste
consultant depuis plus de 35 ans et
est actuellement directeur à la firme
Diamond and Schmidtt Inc.
Urbaniste, architecte et enseignant,
Jack a accompli une œuvre
impressionnante partout dans le
monde grâce à ses convictions, ses
idées et sa passion, œuvre qui a été
publiquement reconnue et qui a
reçu de nombreuses récompenses.
Son engagement envers l’excellence
est une véritable inspiration.

Bruce Duncan, FICU, a occupé 
le poste de directeur général du
Département d’urbanisme et de
développement de la Ville d’Edmonton
pendant environ 15 ans. Il occupe
depuis récemment celui d’agent
intergouvernemental à la Ville
d’Edmonton. Les 15 années pendant
lesquelles il a dirigé un grand
service d’urbanisme, Bruce a été un
représentant distingué de la
profession auprès d’autres directeurs,
professionnels, élus et décideurs
avec qui il a travaillé.

Récemment retraité du ministère des Affaires municipales de la
Colombie-Britannique, Eric Karlsen, FICU (non photographié)
poursuit sa pratique de l’urbanisme à travers l’enseignement à
l’Université Royal Roads et préside le comité consultatif pour
une croissance intelligente (Advisory Committee for Smart
Growth) qui s’occupe des initiatives communautaires dans la
province. Eric est reconnu et respecté dans toute la Colombie-
Britannique en tant qu’ambassadeur de l’urbanisme, grâce à
son engagement personnel à gérer les processus urbanistiques,
et à sa connaissance considérable du développement urbain et
des ressources.

Beth Moore Milroy, FICU,
mène une merveilleuse carrière qui
comprend l’enseignement, la pratique,
la recherche et le mentorat.
Actuellement, elle enseigne à l’École
de planification urbaine et régionale
de l’Université Ryerson et a été
directrice de la même École de
1996 à 2000. Elle a travaillé
inlassablement pour mettre en
contact ses étudiants avec les
urbanistes municipaux de la Grande
région de Toronto (GTA) et
convaincu de nombreux praticiens
établis que les nouveaux venus de la
profession pouvaient apporter leur
contribution propre et unique.
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Wendy Nott, FCIP, began her
planning career at what is now
Walker Nott Dragicevic Associates,
where she progressed steadily. Her
contribution to the firm’s success
was recognized in 1984 when she
became a partner and principal.
Wendy demonstrates her vision of
planning through her clear-minded
objectivity and professional ethics.
She maintains a full practice of both
public and private sector interests,
evidence of the integrity that always
underlies her planning work.

Barbara Rahder, FCIP, has always
had a passion for opening minds.
She has waited patiently for the right
job to come up as professor with
the Faculty of Environmental Studies
at York, her first choice because of
the diversity of its program. Barbara
has been a significant contributor 
to Environmental Studies. She is 
very popular with students, and is
willing to take on administrative
responsibilities, serving as Director
of the Graduate Program.

The CIP’s 2004 awards for planning excellence were presented
at the Institute’s annual awards banquet, held in Toronto on
July 13, 2004, in conjunction with the annual conference.This
year's awards were presented in honour of Paul Bedford,
FCIP, RPP.

For more than 30 years, Paul Bedford has lived his dream.
His passion for planning and cities started early when his
father was elected to the Oakville Council and became
involved in key development issues. Paul went to meetings
with his father and met his first town planner in the late
1950s. He was hooked and never looked back.

During his appointment as Chief Planner for the City of Toronto,
Mr. Bedford focused his energy on the adoption of a new city-
wide official plan. Unanimous Council approval of the Central
Waterfront Plan and a proactive policy agenda with GTA
member municipalities are important accomplishments. He is
passionate about his work and totally dedicated to city life.

In April 2004, Paul Bedford retired from the City of Toronto
after 31 years of public service and eight years as Chief
Planner. Mentoring young planners, writing and participating in
international planning forums will comprise additional areas
where he hopes to make a significant and ongoing
contribution in his retirement.

Wendy Nott, FICU, a commencé
sa carrière avec la firme aujourd’hui
appelée Walker Nott Dragicevic
Associates, où elle progressa de façon
constante. Sa contribution au succès
de la firme fut reconnue en 1984
lorsqu’elle en devint associée et
directrice.Wendy montre sa vision de
l’urbanisme à travers son objectivité
éclairée et son éthique professionnelle.
Sa pratique inclut les intérêts tant
du secteur public que du secteur
privé, ce qui démontre l’intégrité qui
est à la base de son travail.

Barbara Rahder, FICU, a la passion
des esprits ouverts, et a attendu
patiemment que le bon emploi arrive
à la Faculté des études environne-
mentales à York, qui était son premier
choix à cause de la diversité de son
programme. Barbara a apporté une
contribution significative aux études
environnementales, elle est très
populaire auprès des étudiants et
désire prendre des responsabilités
administratives en qualité de
directrice du Programme des
études supérieures.

Les prix d’excellence en urbanisme de l’ICU de 2004 ont été
décernés lors du gala annuel de remise des prix de l’Institut,
tenu à Toronto le 13 juillet dernier dans le cadre de la
conférence annuelle de l’ICU. Cette année, les prix ont été
remis en l’honneur de Paul Bedford, FICU, RPP.

Paul Bedford vit son rêve depuis plus de 30 ans. Sa passion
pour l’urbanisme et les villes a commencé très tôt, alors que
son père a été élu au Conseil d’Oakville et s’intéressa à des
questions clés liées au développement. Paul accompagnait son
père aux réunions, et rencontra son premier urbaniste à la fin
des années 1950. Il fut accroché, et ne regarda jamais en arrière.

Tout au long de son mandat d’urbaniste en chef à la Ville de
Toronto, M. Bedford a concentré ses énergies sur l’adoption
d’un nouveau plan officiel à l’échelle de la grande ville.
L’approbation unanime par le Conseil du Plan pour le port
central, ainsi qu’un agenda de politiques proactives avec les
municipalités membres de la région du grand Toronto (RGT)
sont autant de réalisations clés. Il a la passion de son travail, et
est entièrement dévoué à la ville.

En avril 2004, Paul Bedford a pris sa retraite de la Ville de
Toronto, après 31 ans de service et huit ans en qualité
d’urbaniste en chef. Être le mentor de jeunes urbanistes,
écrire et participer à des forums internationaux sont autant
de domaines additionnels auxquels il espère pouvoir contribuer
de façon significative et constante pendant sa retraite.

2004 Paul Bedford, FCIP, RPP, Awards 
for Planning Excellence

Prix d’excellence en urbanisme de l’ICU 
en l’honneur de Paul Bedford, FICU, RPP,

pour l’année 2004
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AWARD FOR IMPACT ON
THE PROFESSION

Accepted by Robert Buchan, MCIP,
City of Langford, for “Addressing the
Interface Fire Hazard”.

Wildfire, at the interface of developed
and forested lands, presents a significant
hazard in many communities as illustrated
by the fires of 2003 in British Columbia
and California. Local government has a
key role in minimizing the risk of property
damage resulting from wildfires at the
urban interface.This plan affects
professionals in urban planning, urban
design, municipal administration, fire
prevention and disaster response
planning. It has been, and will continue
to be, a significant resource and
template for other communities
addressing the interface fire hazard.

LAURÉAT DANS LA
CATÉGORIE DE L’INCIDENCE
SUR LA PROFESSION

Accepté par Robert Buchan, MICU,
Ville de Langford, pour : « Les risques
des feux liés aux interfaces ».

Les incendies, à l’interface des zones
construites et forestières, posent un
grave risque dans maintes collectivités,
comme le montrent les incendies qui 
se sont déclarés en 2003 en Colombie-
Britannique et en Californie. Le
gouvernement local joue un rôle clé
pour minimiser le risque de dommages
physiques causés par les feux de forêt à
l’interface urbain. Ce plan a un impact
sur les professionnels de l’urbanisme,
les designers urbains, l’administration
municipale, les services de prévention
des incendies et la planification des
interventions en cas de catastrophe. Il a
été et continuera d’être une ressource
importante et un modèle pour d’autres
collectivités qui s’intéressent à ce dossier.

AWARD FOR OVERALL
PRESENTATION

Accepted by Frank Lewinberg, FCIP,
RPP, and Eric Turcotte, MCIP, RPP,
Urban Strategies Inc.,Toronto, for “Master

Plan for the Centre for Addiction and
Mental Health”.

In 1998, the Queen Street Mental Health
Centre, the Addiction Research
Foundation, the Clarke Institute of
Psychiatry, and the Donwood Institute
were merged to create a new public
hospital: the Centre for Addiction and
Mental Health which is fully affiliated
with the University of Toronto.The
Centre’s master plan was based upon an
open, transparent process, with a great
deal of stakeholder consultation and
input. It is comprehensive in its integration
of regulatory context, site conditions,
history, social imagery and perception,
and presents an illustrative, understandable
and functional plan that reflects the needs
and values of both clients and the public.

LAURÉAT DANS LA
CATÉGORIE DE LA
PRÉSENTATION D’ENSEMBLE

Accepté par Frank Lewinberg, FICU,
RPP, et Eric Turcotten, MICU, RPP,
Urban Strategies Inc.,Toronto, pour :
« Plan directeur pour le Centre de
toxicomanie et de santé mentale ».

En 1998, le Centre de santé mentale
Queen Street, la Fondation de recherche
en toxicomanie, l’Institut de psychiatrie
Clarke et l’Institut Donwood se sont
regroupés pour créer un nouvel hôpital
public : le Centre de toxicomanie et de
santé mentale (CTSM), affilié à l’Université
de Toronto. Le plan directeur du CTSM
repose sur une démarche ouverte et
transparente, basée sur la consultation
de toutes les parties concernées et
tenant compte de leurs commentaires.
Il s’agit d’un projet polyvalent qui intègre
un contexte réglementaire précis, les
conditions inhérentes au site, l’histoire
et la perception sociale, et qui présente
un plan clair, intelligible et fonctionnel
reflétant bien les besoins et les valeurs
tant des clients que du public.

AWARD FOR
IMPLEMENTATION

Accepted by Ian Birtwell, MCIP,
and Nick Davies, MCIP, British

Columbia Buildings Corporation,
Vancouver, for “Woodlands Rezoning,
New Westminster, BC”.

The Woodland site, in New Westminster,
British Columbia, a 65-acre former
major mental health care facility, is no
longer required in its entirety by
government for institutional or other
uses and has been largely vacant since
the relocation of many programs in
1995. It is unique in its natural and built
heritage, its topography, and the views it
affords of both the Fraser River and the
surrounding mountains.This plan ensures
that varied divergent and often conflicting
perspectives were included in the
implementation and design.The Woodlands
Rezoning project represents a unique
example of a successful design evolved
from extensive public involvement in
the planning process and solid
implementation.

LAURÉAT DANS LA
CATÉGORIE DE LA MISE EN
APPLICATION

Accepté par Ian Birtwell MICU, et
Nick Davies, MICU, British Columbia
Buildings Corporation,Vancouver, pour :
« Re-zonage de Woodlands, New
Westminster, C.-B. ».

Le site Woodland, à New Westminster
(C.-B.), ancien établissement de santé
mentale sur 65 acres, n’est plus requis
dans sa totalité par le gouvernement
pour des usages institutionnels ou
autres et a été en grande partie vacant
depuis le déménagement de nombreux
programmes en 1995. L’endroit se
distingue par son patrimoine naturel et
bâti et par la vue que l’on a sur la rivière
Fraser et les montagnes. On s’est assuré
que des points de vue divergents et
parfois contradictoires soient pris en
compte dans la mise en œuvre et le
développement de ce plan. Le projet de
rezonage de Woodlands représente un
exemple unique de développement réussi
issu d’une importante participation
publique à la planification et d’une mise
en œuvre solide.
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AWARD FOR EXCELLENCE

Accepted by Jim Baird, MCIP, City of
Saint John, and Cyndi Rottenberg-
Walker, MCIP, RPP, Urban Strategies,
Toronto, for “Saint John Inner Harbour
Land Use Plan and Implementation
Strategy”.

The Saint John Inner Harbour Land Use
Plan and Implementation Strategy is a
comprehensive plan for the development
of the Saint John, New Brunswick
waterfront, extending from Reversing
Falls to the former Lantic Sugar site and
including the Saint John Coast Guard
Property and Partridge Island.The Plan
acknowledges the waterfront as a
wonderful but limited asset, and proposes
activities that offer the greatest positive
impact by reinforcing the harbour as a
special place in the City and by strength-
ening its relationship with the uptown. It
articulates an excellent long-term vision
that will significantly enhance the appeal
of the Inner Harbour, Uptown Saint John
and the Greater Saint John Community.

LAURÉAT DANS LA CATÉGORIE
DE L’EXCELLENCE

Accepté par Jim Baird, MICU, Ville 
de Saint-John, et Cyndi Rottenberg-
Walker, MICU, RPP, Urban Strategies
Inc.,Toronto, pour : « Plan d’utilisation
du sol et sa stratégie de mise en œuvre;
port intérieur de Saint-John ».

Le Plan d’aménagement du territoire et
sa stratégie de mise en œuvre pour le 
« Inner Harbour », ou port intérieur,
de Saint-John est un plan détaillé de
développement du front de mer de
Saint-John (Nouveau-Brunswick), le
prolongeant de Reversing Falls à
l’emplacement de l’acienne raffinerie
Lantic Sugar et ce, en incluant la Saint-
John Coast Guard Property et l’île
Partridge. Le plan reconnaît que le front
de mer est un atout merveilleux, mais
limité, et propose des activités qui font
ressortir ses aspects positifs, par
exemple : le port est un endroit spécial
dans la ville et sa relation avec le centre-
ville doit être renforcée. Il articule une
excellente vision à long terme qui met
en valeur de façon significative l’attrait
du port intérieur, le centre-ville de
Saint-John et la collectivité du Grand
Saint-John.

AWARD FOR INNOVATION

Accepted by Claude Beaulac, MICU,
OUQ, President of OUQ, on behalf of
Alain Caron, MICU, OUQ, Ministry
of Municipal Affairs, Sport and Recreation,
Québec, for “Decision Making in Land
Use Planning,Web edition”.

In September 2002, the Ministry of
Municipal Affairs, Sport and Recreation
undertook a revision of its Web site to
update its form and contents to respond

better to the needs of users and to
provide a wealth of useful information.
The project is innovative in its use of
the Internet to deliver timely, practical
planning information and tools to
practitioners.The Web site also includes
useful, pertinent links to other sites, and
is attractive, well-structured and accessible.

LAURÉAT DANS LA CATÉGORIE
DE L’INNOVATION

Accepté par Claude Beaulac, MICU,
OUQ, président de l’OUQ, au nom de
Alain Caron, MICU OUQ, ministère
des Affaires municipales, du Sport et du
Loisir (MAMSL) du Québec, pour :
« La prise de décision en urbanisme,
3e édition Web ».

En septembre 2002, le ministère des
Affaires municipales, du Sport et du
Loisir (MAMSL) entreprit une révision
de son site Web pour mettre à jour sa
forme et son contenu, afin de répondre
aux besoins des usagers et de fournir
une abondance d’information utile.
Le projet est innovateur car il utilise
Internet pour fournir de l’information
opportune et pratique aux praticiens,
ainsi que des outils. Le site Web inclut
aussi des liens utiles et pertinents avec
d’autres sites; il est attrayant, bien
structuré et accessible.

The winners and co-presenters of the 2004 CIP Awards for Planning Excellence, from left to right: 
Lauréats et présentateurs des prix d’excellence en urbanisme de l’ICU en 2004, de gauche à droite :
Blake Hudema, MCIP; Claude Beaulac, MICU, OUQ; Ron Shishido, MCIP, RPP; Robert Buchan, MCIP; Nick Davies, MCIP; Ian Birtwell, MCIP; Jim Baird, MCIP; Cyndi Rottenberg-
Walker, MCIP; Judy Josefowicz; Frank Lewinberg, FCIP, RPP; Richard Murzin; and Eric Turcotte, MCIP, RPP.
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CIP Members Shine in 
UN-HABITAT 2004 Best
Practice Awards
An independent jury of international
experts recently selected 10 winners
from a list of 680 submissions for the
2004 Dubai International Award for
Best Practices to Improve the Living
Environment, honouring outstanding
contributions in improving the quality 
of life in cities and communities around
the world and including two significant
Canadian achievements.

Frank Palermo, MCIP, of Dalhousie
University, Halifax, won honours for
Canada with the “First Nations
Community Planning Model”. In partner-
ship with government, private institutions
and universities, this project has developed
a planning model for use by indigenous
communities. Seventeen communities
are currently using the model to create
and implement community-based plans.
This project won the CIP’s Excellence
Award in 2001.

“The 2004 UN-HABITAT award is a real
honour.The project has involved many
people and touched many communities,”
says Palermo.“I'm delighted that it is
getting this level of international
recognition. Everyone who has
contributed continues to work hard to
extend this approach to community-
based planning to First Nations as well
as any community committed to shaping
its own future.”

CIP student member Catherine
Vandermeulen played an integral role
in the city of Rosario,Argentina, being
recognized under the same awards
program for “an urban agriculture
program in Rosario”.Through the CIP’s
WorldLink International Internship
Program, Ms.Vandermeulen held an
internship placement in Rosario in 2003
and contributed to the development of
the program.

The program has helped to alleviate the
plight of 60 per cent of families living
below the poverty line in Rosario, by
working with more than 10,000 families
to establish 790 community gardens that
now help to feed some 40,000 people.
The program has also contributed to
security of land tenure and the
improvement of conditions for women.

“Over the seven months I lived in Rosario,
I discovered that my best planning tools
were patience and creativity,” said 
Ms.Vandermeulen.“My work as an intern
in the urban agriculture program involved
multiple tasks: observing, interviewing
gardeners, organizing workshops (on
how to grow bean sprouts), measuring
gardens for a geographic information
systems database, transplanting tomato
plants, teaching gardeners to make ketchup
vert, writing reports, researching garden-
parks and translating film texts.”

“As it turned out, it is this last task that
made it possible for my host organization
to win the Dubai International Award
for Best Practices to improve the living
environment,” she added.“This international
acclaim is a well-deserved recognition of
the impact and importance the urban
agriculture program is having. It highlights
a program others may well try to emulate.”

WorldLink:The International Internship
Program for Planners provides entry-
level professional work experience to
recent Canadian graduates interested in
gaining their first paid overseas work
experience in the planning field.The
WorldLink Program has successfully
placed more than 70 recent graduates
in internship positions in more than 20
developing countries since 1998. For
more information on WorldLink, please
e-mail: international@cip-icu.ca

Les membres de l’ICU 
se distinguent au Prix des
meilleures pratiques 
UN-HABITAT 2004 
Un jury indépendant d’experts
internationaux a récemment sélectionné
les 10 gagnants, sur une liste de 680
soumissions, du Prix international de
Doubai de 2004 qui récompense les
meilleures pratiques pour l’amélioration
du cadre de vie, et plus précisément
l’amélioration de la qualité de vie dans
les villes et les collectivités du monde
entier. Deux réussites canadiennes se
distinguent en la matière.

Frank Palermo, MICU, de l’Université
Dalhousie à Halifax, a été mis à l’honneur
pour son « modèle de planification des
communautés autochtones ». Mené
conjointement avec le gouvernement, des
établissements privés et des universités,
ce projet a consisté en l’élaboration d’un
modèle de planification à l’intention des

communautés autochtones. À l’heure
actuelle, 17 collectivités se servent de
ce modèle pour élaborer et mettre en
œuvre des plans fondés à l’échelon
communautaire. Ce projet a remporté
le prix d’excellence de l’ICU en 2001.

« Le prix UN-HABITAT 2004 est un réel
honneur. Ce projet a fait intervenir tant
de gens et touché tant de collectivités »,
de déclarer Palermo. « Je suis ravi de voir
qu’il attire ce calibre de reconnaissance
internationale.Toutes les personnes qui
y ont contribué continuent de travailler
fort pour étendre cette approche à la
planification communautaire aux
Premières nations ainsi qu’à toutes les
collectivités qui souhaitent façonner
elles-mêmes leur avenir. »

Catherine Vandermeulen, membre
étudiant de l’ICU, a joué un rôle clé
dans la ville de Rosario, en Argentine, et
s’est distinguée sous les auspices du
même programme de reconnaissance
pour un « programme d’agriculture en
milieu urbain à Rosario ». Par le biais du
programmes de stages internationaux
WorldLink de l’ICU, Mlle Vandermeulen
a fait un stage à Rosario en 2003 et a
participé à l’élaboration du programme.

Le programme a permis de soulager
environ 60 p. 100 des familles qui vivent
sous le seuil de la pauvreté à Rosario, et
ce en aidant plus de 10 000 familles à
planter 790 jardins communautaires qui
permettront de nourrir quelque 40 000
personnes. Le programme a aussi
contribué à raffermir le régime foncier
et à améliorer les conditions de vie 
des femmes.

« Pendant les sept mois où j’ai habité à
Rosario, j’ai découvert que la patience
et la créativité étaient mes outils de
planification les plus précieux », de déclarer
Mlle Vandermeulen. « Mes fonctions de
stagiaire dans le cadre d’un programme
d’agriculture en milieu urbain étaient
multiples : observation, entrevues avec
des jardiniers, organisation d’ateliers
(sur la culture des germes de soja),
mesure des jardins pour consigner les
mesures dans une base de données
géographiques, transplantation de plants
de tomates, enseigner aux jardiniers
comment faire du ketchup vert, rédaction
de rapports, recherche sur les jardins-
parcs et traduction du script de films. »

« En l’occurrence, c’est cette dernière
tâche qui a permis à l’organisation qui
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m’a reçue de décrocher le Prix
international de Doubai pour les
meilleures pratiques visant à améliorer
le cadre de vie », ajoute-t-elle. « Cet
honneur international constitue une
récompense bien méritée vu l’impact 
et l’importance de ce programme
d’agriculture. Il met l’accent sur un
programme que d’autres pourraient
vouloir reproduire. »

WorldLink : Le programme international
de stages pour les urbanistes fournit
l'expérience professionnelle aux nouveaux
diplômés canadiens, intéressés à acquérir,
outre-mer, leur première expérience
professionnelle payée dans le domaine
de l'urbanisme. Le programme
WorldLink a, avec succès, placé plus de
70 nouveaux diplômés pour des stages
dans 20 pays en voie de développement
depuis 1998. Pour plus d’information sur
le programme, prière d’envoyer un
courriel à : international@cip-icu.ca

Under its five-year Protocol Agreement
with the First Nations Land Management
Resource Centre (FNLMRC), the CIP
organized and conducted a two-day
workshop, held in May 2004 in Ottawa,
on community-based planning.Attended
by 30 land managers and chiefs from
First Nations communities from across
Canada, the session was organized and
led by Frank Palermo and Dalhousie
University’s Cities and Environment Unit.
Feedback provided to the CIP indicates
that the workshop was a great success.

In July 2003, the CIP signed the protocol
agreement to work collaboratively to
build capacity in land use, resource and
environmental planning in First Nations
communities.The Resource Centre is a
national First Nations organization that
has been mandated by First Nations and
the federal government, pursuant to the
Framework Agreement on First Nations
Land Management, to support First
Nation management of reserve lands
and resources.

Fourteen First Nations communities
have working agreements with the
Resource Centre.A number of other
First Nations communities are in
various stages of agreement approval.

The First Nations Land Management
Capacity Building Initiative has been
identified in the 2004–2006 CIP Strategic
Plan and Action Plans with the following
expected results:
• enhanced land use planning capacity

within First Nations communities;
• facilitation of First Nations access to

professional services of CIP members;
• training for First Nations staff and

leaders involved with land, environment
and resource management;

• public education and governance
development in First Nations
communities; and

• increased profile and visibility for 
the CIP.

In the first year of the Memorandum of
Understanding (MOU), the CIP and the
Resource Centre initiated a number of
collaborative projects:
• The CIP has established a First Nations

Committee with representation from
the CIP’s affiliate institutes, the
Association of Canadian University
Planning Programs, and the CIP College
of Fellows to help implement its
agreement with the Resource Centre.

• Planning is under way for a First
Nations Lands Governance Think
Tank, expected to be held in the fall
of 2004 to develop a strategy,
requirements and work plan for
preparing a generic statutory
framework for regulating land use
and development in First Nations
communities.

• The Resource Centre has asked the
CIP to assemble a roster of members
with experience in working with First
Nations communities.The roster will
be used by the Resource Centre and
individual First Nations communities
to retain the services of CIP members
to carry out a variety of planning
projects.The CIP has solicited letters
of interest from CIP members as the
first step in assembling the roster.

Updated information on the
CIP/FNLMRC Protocol Agreement and
related activities will soon be available
on the CIP Web site (www.cip-icu.ca).

En vertu du protocole d’entente de cinq
ans intervenu entre le Centre de gestion
des terres des Premières nations et
l’ICU, l’Institut a organisé un atelier de
deux jours sur la planification commu-
nautaire qui s’est tenu à Ottawa en mai
2004. L’atelier, qui a attiré 30 gestionnaires
des terres et chefs de communautés
autochtones de tout le Canada, a été
organisé et dirigé par Frank Palermo 
et la Cities and Environment Unit de
l’Université Dalhousie. Selon les
commentaires rendus à l’ICU, l’atelier
s’est avéré un succès complet.

En juillet 2003, l’ICU a ratifié le protocole
d’entente, s’engageant dès lors à collaborer
avec les Premières nations au renforce-
ment des capacités en matière d’utilisation
des terres et des ressources et de
gestion environnementale dans les
communautés autochtones. Le Centre
de gestion est le premier organisme
autochtone national mandaté par les
Premières nations et le Canada, dans la
foulée de l'Accord-cadre relatif à la
gestion des terres des Premières nations,
afin d'appuyer la gestion autochtone des
terres et des ressources des réserves et
de leur gestion.

Quatorze communautés autochtones
ont conclu des ententes de travail avec
le Centre de gestion. Plusieurs autres
sont en voie d’obtenir l’approbation d’une
entente. L’Initiative de renforcement des
capacités des Premières nations en
matière de gestion des terres paraît
dans le plan stratégique 2004-2006 de
l’ICU et dans ses plans d’action et, selon
ces documents, on prévoit les résultats
suivants :
• amélioration des capacités de

planification de l’utilisation des terres
dans les communautés autochtones;

• amélioration de l’accès, pour les
Premières nations, aux services
professionnels fournis par les membres
de l’ICU;

• formation pour le personnel et les
dirigeants autochtones qui s’occupent
de la gestion des terres, de
l’environnement et des ressources;

• sensibilisation publique et mise en
place de l’intendance par les
communautés autochtones;

The CIP Holds First Nations
Land Management Workshop

L’ICU organise un premier
atelier sur la gestion des

terres autochtones 
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• augmentation du profil et de la
visibilité de l’ICU.

Au cours de l’année suivant la signature
du protocole d’entente, l’ICU et le
Centre de gestion ont amorcé plusieurs
projets conjoints :
• l’ICU a créé un Comité autochtone

qui regroupe des représentants de
ses organismes affiliés, de l’Association
universitaire canadienne des program-
mes en urbanisme et aménagement
et du College of Fellows de l’ICU,
afin d’appuyer la mise en œuvre de
l’entente avec le Centre de gestion;

• on planifie la création d’un groupe 
de réflexion sur la gouvernance des
terres autochtones, que l’on prévoit
réunir à l’automne 2004, pour formuler
une stratégie, des exigences et un plan
de travail en vue de la préparation
d’un cadre statutaire général de

réglementation de l’utilisation et de la
mise en valeur des terres dans les
communautés autochtones;

• le Centre de gestion a demandé à
l’ICU d’assembler une liste de ses
membres ayant de l’expérience auprès
des communautés autochtones. Il
compte se servir de cette liste, ainsi
que les communautés autochtones,
pour retenir les services de membres
de l’ICU en vue de l’exécution de
divers projets. L’ICU a demandé des
lettres d’intérêt à ses membres,
première étape de la compilation de
cette liste.

De l’information à jour sur le protocole
d’entente intervenu entre l’ICU et le
Centre de gestion et sur les activités
connexes sera affichée prochainement
au site Web de l’ICU (www.cip-icu.ca).

Mrs. Jennifer J. Best OPPI
Ms.Annie Caron API
Mr. Kant Chawla OPPI
Ms. Jane E. Clohecy OPPI
Mr. Ian D. Cooper OPPI
Mr. Robert J. Crews OPPI
Mr. David R. Donnelly OPPI
Mr. Dennis W. Gratton OPPI
Ms.Veronica Hicks MPPI
Mr. Gregory S. King OPPI
Ms. Heather D. Mahaney OPPI
Mr. David E. Malkin OPPI
Ms. Julie Marcoux API
Mr. Kevin W. Muir OPPI
Mr.Ted S. Nestor OPPI
Mr.Vincent Patterson OPPI
Mrs. Sylvia M. Rafalski-Misch OPPI
Mr. Dana J. Rahkola OPPI
Mrs. Krystin E. Rennie OPPI
Ms. Catherine L. Rose OPPI
Mr. Christopher J. Rouse OPPI
Mr.Taavi M. Siitam OPPI
Ms. Carla R.Venczel-rhody OPPI
Mr.Thomas Vespa AACIP
Mr.Thomas Villella OPPI
Mr. George R. J.Wheeler OPPI

Mr. Maldwyn G.Williams OPPI
Dr. Haiqing Xu OPPI
Mr. Colin Beddoes AACIP
Mr. John Beeching AACIP
Mr.Timothy D. Blair OPPI
Mr. Darren Braun PIBC
Ms. Dawn Carr AACIP
Ms. Melissa Dennison OPPI
Mr. Royce Fu OPPI
Mr. Peter Holton PIBC
Mr. Carl Johannsen PIBC
Mr. Brian M.C. McCosh AACIP
Ms. Lauren Melville PIBC
Ms.Agnes N. Mochama OPPI
Ms. Carolyn A. Mohamed OPPI
Ms. Karen Moores PIBC
Ms. Kathy Mortimer OPPI
Miss Theodhora Nocka OPPI
Mr. Philippe Plante OUQ
Mr. Uton B. Samuels OPPI
Ms. Sylvia Summers AACIP
Mr. Daniel Tang OPPI
Dr. Sasha Tsenkova AACIP
Ms. Mayna Vancaillie PIBC
Ms. Kristiina Watt PIBC

New Members
CIP welcomes the following new full and provisional members to the Institute:

Nouveaux membres
L’ICU souhaite la bienvenue au sein de l’Institut aux 
nouveaux membres à part entière et provisoires suivants :

Full Members
Nouveaux membres à part entière

Provisional Members
Nouveaux membres provisoires

Editorial Submissions to 
Plan Canada

Plan Canada welcomes material of interest to
its readership. Submit proposals, outlines, or
drafts of articles to Plan Canada, by email to:

jill.grant@dal.ca

Contributors who want their material
refereed should send five hard copies to:

Jill Grant, MCIP
Chair, Plan Canada Editorial Board

School of Planning
Dalhousie University

Sexton Campus, Box 1000
Halifax N.S. B3J 2X4

Submissions may not exceed 2000 words;
shorter pieces are preferred.

For more detailed information, see the
submission guidelines for contributors on 

the CIP web site at:
www.cip-icu.ca/English/plancanada/writers.htm#1

Soumissions d’articles pour 
Plan Canada

Plan Canada souhaite recevoir tout article
pouvant intéresser ses lecteurs. Soumettez-nous

vos propositions, résumés ou brouillons
d’articles par courriel à :

jill.grant@dal.ca

Les auteurs qui désirent soumettre leur article
à des arbitres doivent envoyer 

cinq copies papier à :
Jill Grant, MICU

Chair, Plan Canada Editorial Board
School of Planning

Dalhousie University
Sexton Campus, Box 1000

Halifax N.S. B3J 2X4

Les articles ne devraient pas dépasser 
2 000 mots, les articles plus courts 

sont préférables.
Pour plus de détails, consultez le guide de

soumission des articles sur le site de l’ICU à :
www.cip-icu.ca/French/plancanada/writers.htm#1

In order for you, as a member, to
express your thoughts on the content
of Plan Canada, we are dedicating this
area to members’ letters and opinions.
We welcome all members’ involvement.
Please address your letters to 
Michelle Garneau, Publisher at:
garneau@vl.videotron.ca
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Something like nine million people live in Canada’s 84 mid-
size cities with populations between 50,000 to 500,000—

about 32 percent of the national population.These places
contend with challenges that are similar in kind, if not in scale,
to those encountered in the largest urban centres.These
challenges include the local impacts of economic change,
downtown stagnation, an aging population, urban sprawl,
homelessness, environmental degradation, and so on.

The challenges faced by mid-size cities rarely receive the
attention they deserve from the media, the planning literature,
the research community or policy makers.We know all about
planning and design in Toronto, Montreal and Vancouver; how
often do we hear about Prince George, Sarnia or Saskatoon?
Clearly, there is a need for more and better information on
mid-size cities generally.Accordingly, the objective of this issue
of Plan Canada is to heighten awareness of mid-size city
planning issues (and opportunities).

Articles were commissioned from planning practitioners and
academics across the country: people who live,
work and research in mid-size cities. Pierre
Filion and Trudi Bunting, from the University of
Waterloo (Waterloo, Ontario), have spent many
years examining trends in mid-size cities.They
argue that we cannot treat mid-size cities the
same as larger urban centres.They introduce
the nature of urban form in mid-size cities.They
discuss the many (and significant) implications 
of a dispersed urban development pattern on
public transit, mobility and accessibility, and
downtown viability.

We know from recent high-profile research by Richard Florida
and Meric Gertler that the arts, broadly defined, can make
significant contributions to a community’s quality of life and
economic vitality.Two of the articles in this issue explore this
theme from a mid-size city perspective. Judith Miller, a
professor of English at Renison College (University of
Waterloo), introduces a decidedly non-planning perspective on
the role of arts and culture in mid-size cities. She calls for
greater understanding by the planning community of the arts
community, and vice versa. She also argues that planners can
make a real contribution to a thriving artistic community
through fairly simple and inexpensive policy interventions.

John Curry, from the University of Northern British Columbia
in Prince George, British Columbia, explores the potential role
of arts and culture in downtown revitalization. He cites the
example of Kelowna, British Columbia, as a leader in cultural
development through strategies such as the designation of a
cultural district, encouragement of innovative housing forms in
and adjacent to downtown, and improved and regular
communication with the cultural community.

On a related theme, John Heseltine, a practitioner from Halifax,
Nova Scotia, reviews the Spring Garden planning exercise to
demonstrate why and how planners should ground their land
use planning and urban design work in retail realities. Put another

way, planners need to understand the subtleties and nuances
associated with retail dynamics before committing to downtown
revitalization projects and associated policy decisions.Tim Blair’s
piece on planning for cycle routes in urban areas is timely,
given the increased awareness of alternative transportation
modes in our cities.While not written from a mid-size city
perspective, his discussion of a decision-making model and
process are easily applied in cities of every size.

Local economic development can be problematic in mid-size
cities, especially for those mid-size cities located outside the
orbit of large urban centres. Ken O’Brien (St. John’s, Newfoundland
and Labrador) reminds us that planning and local economic
development are closely related activities. He notes that
planners have much to contribute to economic development
activities in mid-size cities, and he reviews the skill sets that
planners can apply to economic development. Indeed, it could
be argued that planners and economic development
professionals must work closely together in mid-size cities.

We typically associate urban sprawl and growth management
with the largest urban centres.The reality is that sprawl
happens in mid-size cities, too.The piece by Harry Harker
(County of Red Deer,Alberta) reminds us that growth
management presents challenges to mid-size cities, especially
those places located in or adjacent to fast-growing metropolitan
regions. Harker cites the experience of Red Deer County and
its efforts to guide urban growth in a manner that minimizes
negative impacts on agricultural areas and municipal budgets.
Rob Buchan (Nanaimo, British Columbia) extends this debate
about growth management in his article on the costs and
consequences of rural sprawl.This piece is interesting because
we are made aware of sprawl’s impacts from the rural
perspective—a view that is often overlooked.

Finally,Ali Asgary’s article on urban disasters and their management
is certainly relevant given mid-size communities’ recent struggles
with forest fires, floods,West Nile and so forth. He has identified
a very real gap in planning education, and he has issued a
challenge to Canadian university planning programs to address
this issue.

In summary, the articles in this issue represent a cross-section
of experiences and perspectives from across the country on
mid-size planning challenges. I look forward to your comments
on this issue, and to the opportunity to exchange knowledge
about planning in Canada’s mid-size cities. ■

Mark Seasons, PhD, MCIP, RPP, is an Associate Professor with the School
of Planning and Associate Dean (Undergraduate Studies) for the Faculty of
Environmental Studies at the University of Waterloo. He was President of CIP 
for 2000-2001. He is also the Director of the Mid-size City Research Centre
(MCRC) at the University of Waterloo. More information on this centre can be
found at: www.fes.uwaterloo.ca/research/ccard

Mark Seasons, PhD, MCIP, RPP

LE MOT DU RÉDACTEUR PRINCIPAL
FROM THE SENIOR EDITOR
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Au Canada, quelque neuf millions de personnes résident
dans les 84 villes moyennes du pays, dont la population 

se chiffre à entre 50 000 et 500 000 personnes, soit environ
32 p. 100 de la population totale. Ces villes sont confrontées à
des défis qui se comparent à ceux que connaissent les grandes
villes, sauf du point de l’échelle, à savoir l’incidence locale des
changements économiques, la stagnation du centre-ville, le
vieillissement de la population, l’expansion des villes, les sans-
abri, la dégradation de l’environnement, etc.

Les difficultés auxquelles font face les villes moyennes reçoivent
rarement des médias, des ouvrages spécialisés en urbanisme,
des chercheurs ou des décideurs, l’attention qu’elles méritent.
L’information abonde sur l’urbanisme et le design à Toronto,
Montréal et Vancouver, mais quand entendons-nous parler de
Prince George, Sarnia ou Saskatoon? Manifestement, il y a un
besoin d’information généralisé sur les villes de taille moyenne.
Par conséquent, ce numéro de Plan Canada a pour objet la
sensibilisation aux problèmes (et possibilités) liés à l’urbanisme
dans les villes de taille moyenne.

Des articles ont été commandés à des praticiens et à des
universitaires spécialisés en urbanisme de toutes les régions
du pays, des personnes qui habitent, travaillent et font de la
recherche dans des villes moyennes. Pierre Filion et Trudi
Bunting, de l’Université de Waterloo (Waterloo, Ontario), ont
consacré des années à l’étude des tendances dans les villes
moyennes. Ils font valoir que ces villes ne peuvent être abordées
de la même façon que les grands centres urbains. Ils évoquent
les maintes (et importantes) conséquences d’un mode de
développement urbain éclaté sur les transports en commun,
la mobilité et la viabilité du centre-ville.

On sait, grâce à l’éminente recherche récemment menée par
Richard Florida et Meric Gertler, que les arts – pris en leur
sens le plus large – peuvent apporter des contributions
considérables à la qualité de vie et au dynamisme économique
d’une collectivité. Deux des articles de ce numéro abordent
cette question dans la perspective d’une ville de taille moyenne.
Judith Miller, professeure d’anglais au Renison College (Université
de Waterloo), présente une perspective définitivement non
teintée par l’urbanisme du rôle des arts et de la culture dans
les villes moyennes. Elle incite les urbanistes à s’efforcer de
mieux comprendre le milieu artistique, et vice-versa. Elle fait
aussi valoir que les urbanistes peuvent contribuer à un milieu
artistique vibrant grâce à des interventions d’ordre politique
relativement simples et peu coûteuses.

John Curry, de l’Université du Nord de la Colombie-Britannique
à Prince George, explore le rôle éventuel des arts et de la
culture dans le contexte de la relance du centre-ville. Il cite en
exemple la ville de Kelowna (Colombie-Britannique), leader au
chapitre du développement culturel qui emploie des stratégies
comme la désignation d’un quartier culturel, l’incitation au
recours à des formes de logement innovatrices dans le centre-
ville et à proximité et des communications enrichies et
régulières avec le milieu culturel.

Dans la même veine, John Heseltine, praticien établi à Halifax
(Nouvelle-Écosse), fait le point sur la planification du chemin
Spring Garden afin de démontrer pourquoi et comment les
urbanistes devraient fonder leurs travaux de planification de
l’utilisation des terres et de design urbain sur les réalités du

commerce de détail.Autrement dit, les urbanistes doivent saisir
les subtilités et les nuances du commerce de détail avant
d’amorcer des projets de relance du centre-ville et de prendre
des décisions de politiques connexes. L’article de Tim Blair sur
la planification des pistes cyclables en milieu urbain arrive à point
nommé, compte tenu de la sensibilisation accrue aux modes
de transport de rechange dans les villes. Quoique cet article
n’adopte pas la perspective des villes de taille moyenne, le
modèle décisionnel et la démarche qui sont présentés sont
susceptibles d’application facile dans une ville de n’importe
quelle taille.

Le développement économique local peut s’avérer problématique
dans les villes moyennes, particulièrement celles qui sont sises
hors de l’orbite des grands centres urbains. Ken O’Brien (St. John’s,
Terre-Neuve et Labrador) rappelle que la planification et le
développement économique local sont étroitement liés. Il signale
que les urbanistes ont beaucoup à contribuer aux activités de
développement économique des villes moyennes et recense les
compétences que ceux-ci peuvent appliquer au développement
économique. En fait, on pourrait aller jusqu’à dire que les
urbanistes et les spécialistes en matière de développement
économique doivent collaborer étroitement dans les villes de
taille moyenne.

On associe typiquement l’expansion tentaculaire des villes et
la gestion de la croissance avec les grands centres urbains. Or
ce type d’étalement caractérise aussi les villes de taille moyenne.
L’article de Harry Harker (comté de Red Deer,Alberta) rappelle
que la gestion de la croissance pose des difficultés pour les
villes de taille moyenne, particulièrement celles qui se trouvent
dans des régions métropolitaines en expansion rapide ou à
proximité de telles régions. Harker cite l’expérience du comté
de Red Deer et les efforts qui y ont été déployés pour orienter
la croissance urbaine de façon à minimiser les incidences
négatives sur les zones agricoles et les budgets municipaux.
Rob Buchan (Nanaimo, Colombie-Britannique) prolonge le débat
sur la gestion de la croissance dans son article sur le coût et les
conséquences du mitage. Cet article est intéressant parce qu’il
aborde l’incidence de l’étalement des villes dans la perspective
des campagnes – point de vue qui est souvent ignoré.

Enfin, l’article d’Ali Asgary sur les catastrophes urbaines et
leur prise en charge est certainement pertinent aux villes
moyennes, compte tenu de leurs récentes luttes avec des
incendies de forêt, des inondations, le virus du Nil occidental,
etc. Il fait ressortir un réel fossé entre la réalité et les études
en urbanisme et somme les programmes universitaires canadiens
en urbanisme de parer à cette lacune.

En somme, les articles réunis dans ce numéro forment un
ensemble d’expériences et de perspectives de tous les coins 
du pays sur les défis liés à l’urbanisme dans les villes de taille
moyenne. J’attends vos commentaires sur ce numéro ainsi que
l’occasion d’échanger des connaissances sur l’urbanisme dans
les villes moyennes du Canada. ■

Mark Seasons, PhD, MCIP, RPP, est professeur agrégé à l’école d’urbanisme
et vice-doyen (Études de premier cycke) à la faculté d’études environnementales
de l’Université de Waterloo. Il a présidé l’ICU en 2000-2001 et est directeur du
Mid-size City Research Centre (MCRC) de l’Université de Waterloo. Pour plus
d’information sur ce centre de recherche sur les villes moyennes, voir :
www.fes.uwaterloo.ca/research/ccard
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Stereotypes about middle-size cities
(defined as urban regions with

populations between 50,000 and
500,000) abound.These cities are
pictured as places where living is easier
than in their larger counterparts, traffic
congestion is infrequent, and most
destinations, including the countryside,
are within a short drive. Environmental
and social problems seem less exacerbated
in these centres than in large metropolitan
regions. Overall, middle-size cities are
perceived as good places in which to
reside and raise a family.At the same
time, they are often criticized for their
lack of street life and culture. Other
problems include limited alternatives to
an automobile-oriented lifestyle and, in
many cases, a restricted job market.

Our understanding of middle-size cities
is frequently hampered by the assumption
that they are smaller versions of large
cities and thus share their features,
albeit on a reduced scale.We argue that

fundamental differences exist between
medium and large cities that demand
explanations suited to the reality of middle-
size cities.We believe that predominant
urban models, which are informed mostly
by large centres, are often ill suited to

middle-size cities. It is important to
improve the understanding of middle-size
urban areas, because the 22.2 percent of
the Canadian population who reside in
such settlements require policies that
are adapted to their circumstances.

Distinctions between 
Middle-Size and Large Cities:

Growth Level, Urban Form 
and Transportation

by Pierre Filion and Trudi Bunting

Summary
The article explores differences between large and medium-size urban regions. It concentrates on distinctions between these two categories
of cities related to overall economic performance, accessibility and mobility, and the condition of downtown areas.The importance of these

differences supports the need for an adaptation of policies to the specific circumstances faced by medium-size urban areas.

Sommaire
Cet article se penche sur les différences entre grandes villes et villes moyennes. La situation économique, l’accessibilité et la mobilité, ainsi

que la condition de leurs centre-ville, distinguent les villes moyennes des grandes villes. Ces différences soulignent l’importance de politiques
urbaines qui sont adaptées aux conditions spécifiques qui caractérisent les villes moyennes.

TABLE 1: POPULATION CHANGE 1996-2001, CENSUS
METROPOLITAN AREA WITH POPULATION ABOVE 500,000

1996 Population 2001 Population Percent Change

Québec 671,889 682,757 1.6  

Montréal 3,326,447 3,426,350 3.0  

Ottawa-Hull 998,718 1,063,664 6.5  

Toronto 4,263,759 4,682,897 9.8  

Hamilton 624,360 662,401 6.1  

Winnipeg 667,093 671,274 0.6  

Calgary 821,628 951,395 15.8  

Edmonton 862,597 937,845 8.7  

Vancouver 1,831,665 1,986,965 8.5  

Total 14,068,156 15,065,548 7.1

Source: Statistics Canada, 2001 census
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Population and Economic Trends
One major difference between middle-
size and large urban areas concerns their
respective economic and demographic
performance. Between 1996 and 2001,
all Canadian census metropolitan areas
(CMAs) with populations exceeding
500,000 experienced growth, albeit with
wide discrepancies.The fastest growing
CMA was Calgary with a 15.8 percent
population increase and the lowest was
Winnipeg with a modest 0.6 percent
rise (see table 1).The range was much
broader among middle-size urban areas
where Barrie, the fastest growing area,
posted a 25.1 percent population
increase and Cape Breton, which
experienced the steepest decline,
registered a 7.2 percent loss. Population
decreased in 17 of the 47 middle-size
urban areas (see table 2).With an
overall three percent population rise,
middle-size cities have expanded at a
slower pace than large CMAs, which
have collectively recorded a 7.1 percent
growth level.

Steeper demographic trajectory differences
among middle-size cities can be partly
attributed to a higher level of economic
specialization relative to their larger
counterparts. Population loss affects
middle-size cities, the economy of which
is heavily concentrated in industries that
generally belong to the resource and
manufacturing sectors, which are shedding
employment. On the other hand, factors
conducive to demographic expansion
include the presence of growing
industries, a concentration of regional
institutions and services and, mostly,
location within the orbit of a rapidly
growing large CMA.

Dispersed Urban Form 
The decline of transit use and of
downtowns in middle-size cities is
associated with a dispersed urban form.1

This form is characterized by a weak core
and the presence of most employment,
retailing and institutions in suburban
areas.Another feature of the dispersed
form is the absence of large concentrations
of activities, either in the core or the
suburbs.There are several retail nodes
(shopping malls and groups of big box
stores) and employment locations
(industrial and business parks),
notwithstanding more scattered retail
and workplaces along arterial roads.

TABLE 2: POPULATION CHANGE 1996-2001, CENSUS
METROPOLITAN AREA AND CENSUS AGGLOMERATIONS WITH
POPULATIONS BETWEEN 50,000 AND 500,000

1996 Population 2001 Population Percent Change

St. John’s 174,051 172,918 -0.7  
Charlottetown 57,224 58,358 2.0  
Halifax 342,966 359,183 4.7  
Cape Breton 117,849 109,330 -7.2  
Moncton 113,495 117,727 3.7  
St. John 125,705 122,678 -2.4  
Fredericton 78,950 81,346 3.0  
Chicoutimi-Jonquière 160,454 154,938 -3.4  
Sherbrooke 149,569 153,811 2.8  
Trois-Rivières 139,956 137,507 -1.7  
Shawinigan 59,851 57,304 -4.3  
Drummondville 65,119 68,451 5.1  
Grandby 58,872 60,264 2.4  
St-Hyacinthe 50,027 49,536 -1.0  
St-Jean-sur-Richelieu 76,461 79,600 4.1  
Cornwall 58,987 57,581 -2.4  
Kingston 144,528 146,838 1.6  
Belleville 87,871 87,395 -0.5  
Peterborough 100,285 102,423 2.1  
Kawartha Lakes 67,926 69,179 1.8  
Oshawa 268,773 296,298 10.2  
St. Catharines-Niagara 372,406 377,009 1.2  
Kitchener 382,940 414,284 8.2  
Brandford 84,764 86,417 2.0  
Norfolk 60,534 60,847 0.5  
Guelph 105,997 117,344 10.7  
London 416,546 432,451 3.8  
Chatham-Kent 109,650 107,709 -1.8  
Windsor 286,811 307,877 7.3  
Sarnia 90,697 88,331 -2.6  
Barrie 118,695 148,480 25.1  
North Bay 64,785 63,681 -1.7  
Sudbury 165,618 155,601 -6.0  
Sault Ste. Marie 83,619 78,908 -5.6  
Thunder Bay 126,643 121,986 -3.7  
Regina 193,652 192,800 -0.4  
Saskatoon 219,056 225,927 3.1  
Medicine Hat 56,570 61,735 9.1  
Lethbridge 63,053 67,374 6.9  
Red Deer 60,080 67,707 12.7  
Kelowna 136,541 147,739 8.2  
Kamloops 85,407 86,491 1.3  
Chilliwak 66,254 69,776 5.3  
Abottsford 136,480 147,370 8.0  
Victoria 304,287 311,902 2.5  
Nanaimo 82,691 85,664 3.6  
Prince George 87,731 85,035 -3.1  
Total 6,460,426 6,653,110 3.0

Source: Statistics Canada, 2001 census
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There are advantages to this pattern of
activity distribution. Scattered origins
and destinations result in an optimal use
of road networks and thereby minimize
congestion problems.This distribution
also makes it possible to reach virtually
any type of activity within a 10 to 15
minute drive.We can thus label middle-
size cities as “15 minute” cities.2 The shift
from public transit to the automobile
has been more complete in middle-size
cities because of their land use pattern,
which adapted most fully to car use and,
in the process, became inimical to
transit. Middle-size cities also generally
lack public transportation systems (such
as rail services) that are competitive
with the automobile in terms of speed
and comfort.The steep decline of the
downtowns of middle-size cities was
particularly detrimental to transit use,
for this was a key transit market. By the
late 1970s, most downtowns had lost
their mainstream retailing and an
important proportion of their jobs.3 By
contrast, many large CMA downtowns
have experienced considerable growth
in their office, hospitality, cultural and
even retail sectors.

Blanket accessibility associated with
dispersion and the depleted nature of
downtowns is responsible for an
absence of residential density gradients
peaking close to the core, as found in
larger CMAs.4,5 In middle-size cities,
older central neighbourhoods were
generally not developed originally at
high densities, and conditions for
subsequent intensification rarely
materialized.As a result, there is little
relationship between centrality and
residential density. In these urban areas,
pockets of high residential density are
distributed throughout the territory.
Ease of accessibility across middle-size
urban areas reduces incentives for high-
density development, which explains
lower overall density than in larger
CMAs.When compared with those of
large metropolitan regions, density
gradients of middle-size urban areas are
thus both low and flat.

Accessibility and Mobility
Serious downsides exist to the dispersed
form of urbanization found in middle-
size cities. From an environmental point
of view, low transit usage and resulting
higher reliance on the automobile

produce high emissions. In middle-size
cities, however, the environmental effects
of this modal split are moderated
because automobile journeys tend to be
short (see transportation statistics for
Niagara,Waterloo, Guelph and Barrie in
tables 3 and 4). In the same vein, the per
capita land consumption of middle-size
city residents, and thereby their impact
on rural and natural areas, exceeds that
of residents of large CMAs. However,
environmental damages inflicted by
middle-size cities are less visible than
those caused by larger urban regions.
For example, sprawling development

restricts access to surrounding rural
and natural areas to a far lesser degree
in middle-size than in large cities.
Indeed, residents of middle-size cities
give high value to proximity to the
countryside.6

Dependency on Automobiles
Another shortcoming of middle-size
cities is the limited urban lifestyle options
they offer.The combination of infrequent
public transit services, low overall density
and the dispersion of activities makes it
difficult to dispense with the automobile.
For the most part, middle-size cities

TABLE 3: MODAL SHARES IN PERCENT, GREATER TORONTO AREA
AND SURROUNDING REGION

Auto Auto Local GO Walk and Other
Driver Passenger Transit Transit Cycle

Metro Toronto 53 15 22 0 8 1  

Durham (outer suburb) 71 16 3 2 6 3  

York (outer suburb) 70 16 5 1 5 3  

Peel (outer suburb) 69 16 5 2 5 3  

Halton (outer suburb) 73 16 1 2 5 3  

Hamilton-Wentworth 66 18 6 0 7 3  

Niagara  72 18 2 0 4 3
(middle-size urban area)  

Waterloo  70 18 3 0 7 2
(middle-size urban area)  

Guelph  66 19 5 0 8 2 
(middle-size urban area) 

Barrie  71 18 3 0 6 2
(middle-size urban area)  

Source: Transportation Tomorrow Survey, Joint Program in Transportation, University of Toronto, 1996
Note: We used 1996 rather than 2001 data because the 2001 survey did not include Waterloo Region.

TABLE 4: MEDIAN DISTANCE OF JOURNEYS IN KILOMETRES,
GREATER TORONTO AREA AND SURROUNDING REGION

Auto Driver Auto Passenger Local Transit GO Transit 

Metro Toronto 5.0 3.8 5.4 17.5  

Durham (outer suburb) 5.3 3.5 3.2 36.3 

York (outer suburb) 6.16 3.8 15.4 25.9 

Peel (outer suburb) 6.5 4.0 6.4 25.5  

Halton (outer suburb) 4.7 3.3 3.2 35.5  

Hamilton-Wentworth 4.4 3.4 3.2 58.4  

Niagara 3.6 3.0 3.1 52.5
(middle-size urban area)  

Waterloo  3.4 2.8 3.2 n/a
(middle-size urban area)  

Guelph  2.9 2.5 2.2 53.1
(middle-size urban area)  

Barrie  2.8 2.5 3.0 n/a
(middle-size urban area)  

Source: Transportation Tomorrow Survey, Joint Program in Transportation, University of Toronto, 1996
(See Table 3’s note.)
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have become fully car oriented. One
consequence of this automobile
dependence is an absence of lively,
pedestrian-friendly streets. Downtown
areas used to provide such environments,
but activities that remain in these
districts are of little appeal and their
streets are insufficiently animated to
foster environments that are stimulating
to pedestrians. Middle-size cities are
thus devoid of a focal point that could
offer their residents a wide range of
activities (employment, education, retail,
hospitality, culture, services) within
walking distance from each other.Were
such districts to exist, these activities
could benefit from juxtaposition with
potentially complementary land uses
and offer a level of diversity absent from
the typical dispersed urban environment.
(On the revitalization of the downtowns
of middle and small cities, see Burayidi,
Dane, and Gratz and Mintz.7,8,9) 

Downtown Vitality Factors
With healthy downtowns, middle-size
cities would be in a position to increase
their activity and lifestyle options and
thus discard their reputation as bland
places.They would be able to accommo-
date the desire of a not insignificant
minority of households to live in
environments where one can reach
most activities by foot.10 The exceptional
healthy middle-size city downtowns—
Halifax, Kingston and Victoria, for
example—owe this success to unusual
circumstances such as high amounts of
tourism, a strong historical flavour and,
in two cases, a provincial legislature or
the close-by presence of one or more
universities.11

What most differentiates middle-size
from larger urban areas is the absence

of activity-rich downtown areas, dense
inner cities and well-developed and
heavily used public transit systems. On
closer inspection, however, it appears
that these distinctions pertain mostly to
the older, inner portions of large CMAs.
By contrast, the newer, suburban realm
of these CMAs, where densities and
transit use tend to be low and activities
assume a dispersed pattern, shows a
great deal of affinity with middle-size
cities (see table 3 and, for example,
Kunstler and Rowe12,13); yet, there are
also important differences between the
suburbs of large CMAs and middle-size
cities. For one, residents of such suburbs
enjoy a larger choice of activities and
urban environments than their middle-
size city counterparts by virtue of their
proximity to the inner city and the
downtown of their metropolitan region.
For another, thanks to the limited size
of their urban envelope, smaller activity
clusters and fewer contacts with their
downtowns, journeys are shorter in
middle-size cities than in the suburbs of
large CMAs (see table 4).

Policy Options
Planning policy options for middle-size
cities present both similarities with and
differences from those that are adapted
to larger urban areas.There are also
broad discrepancies in the promises and
challenges associated with these options.
Economic development is one area of
intervention where challenges are
considerable and policies must adapt to
the specific circumstances of middle-size
cities.While all large metropolitan regions
can aspire to at least a measure of
growth in the future thanks to their
economic diversification, this is not the
case for a number of middle-size cities,
in particular those that are located in

remote resource regions and whose
economy is highly specialized. Many such
cities will be compelled to plan for
decline rather than expansion.

Major differences also exist in the types
of transportation policies suitable to
these two categories of cities. Unlike in
large metropolitan regions where
improved transit services can alter
modal shares, such a measure is unlikely
to have much of an impact in middle-
size cities.Advanced dispersion and ease
of driving are often insurmountable
obstacles to transit-oriented strategies
in such cities.Their limited geographical
expanse, however, opens the door to
other options such as the development
of cycling path networks, which can be
used for commuting purposes.Another
possibility would be the creation of
pedestrian pockets—areas where a wide
range of activities are easily accessible
on foot. Such an approach could involve
linking new residential developments
with revitalized downtowns. On the 
other hand, attempts at intensifying
suburban areas, such as those relying 
on neotraditional forms of development,
exemplify planning interventions that
can be applied to both large and
medium-size urban areas. ■

Pierre Filion, MA, PhD, MCIP, RPP,
is Professor of Planning, University of Waterloo,
Waterloo, Ontario.

Trudi Bunting, MA, PhD, is Professor of
Geography and Planning, University of Waterloo,
Waterloo, Ontario.
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Artists give us new ways to see our
places.We need their insights and

the richness of their work for its own
sake and for what it teaches us. In turn,
artists need our appreciation, just as any
other sector of the economy does.
What do artists need to thrive in
Waterloo Region, Ontario and, by
implication, in other mid-size cities?
What can city planners do to help
address those needs? 

It is vitally important that planners not
see the arts as frivolous, unworthy of
serious attention.The time has come to
move beyond programming and beyond
building more big, expensive-to-maintain
(empty) facilities. Planners could, for
instance, create an inventory of arts
activities and venues in any given city,
help support arts activities, and play a
useful role as brokers between artists,
the media and the wider public.

These assumptions, questions and
possibilities prompted the organization
of five symposia on the arts and a
concluding conference.These were held
over the fall, winter and spring of
2002–03, at the suggestion of Robert
Reid, then University of Waterloo’s

writer-in-residence.The Arts in the Mid-
Size City Project, of which they were a
part, has been included in the Waterloo
Community University Research Alliance
(CURA),1 acknowledging the importance
of the arts in a mid-size city.

The symposia—on the visual arts,
dramatic arts, film and video arts, music
arts and literary arts—brought together
practising artists and “arts workers”:
gallery owners, reviewers, theatre owners,
book store owners, editors, city staff,
arts activists, university faculty, cultural

managers, curators and planners. Each
gathering had about 35 people, with 250
at the spring conference. Someone
described the atmosphere as electric.
They focused on artists rather than on
arts managers and organizations.

It became clear that artists in the
Waterloo area feel a strong sense of
isolation, of working alone.The arts
scene does not come to life here
because residents go to Toronto for art,
often complaining that there is none
here.They certainly do not hear about
the local scene in their media. Mid-size
cities pride themselves on order; they
may resist the challenge and questioning
of the arts. Public life is scarcer in a
mid-size city, where citizens move in
cars rather than public transportation,
where there are fewer diverse gathering
places. If we think of art as belonging in
large institutions, smaller cities cannot
sustain many of those.

We were surprised to find support for
our work from Richard Florida,2 Meric
Gertler,3 Jane Jacobs4,5 and others, who
are showing us that creative, unorthodox
people are vital to the life of a city.
Florida’s The Rise of the Creative Class2

ARTS IN THE MID-SIZED CITY
by Judith Miller

Summary
The Arts in the Mid-Sized City Project, within the Waterloo Community University Research Alliance (CURA), arranged five symposia for

artists and arts workers.The symposia concluded with a conference in May 2003. Our hypothesis was that Waterloo Region has a great
deal of art but no “arts scene”, a puzzling contradiction. Assuming the importance of art in urban life, we asked participants what they

needed to thrive here, in a region in the shadow of Toronto with three city centres:Waterloo (high-tech and manicured), Kitchener 
(old industrial), and Cambridge (old stone, with a river running through it).

Sommaire
Le projet Arts in the Mid-Sized City Project, qui relève de la Waterloo Community University Research Alliance (CURA), a organisé cinq

symposiums pour artistes et travailleurs dans les arts. Cette série de symposiums a été clouée par une conférence tenue en mai 2003.
L’hypothèse de l’auteure est que l’art foisonne dans la région de Waterloo, mais que celle-ci est dépourvue d’une « scène artistique ».

En prenant pour acquis l’importance de l’art dans la vie urbaine, nous avons demandé aux participants ce dont ils avaient besoin pour
s’épanouir ici, dans une région à l’ombre de Toronto où se trouvent trois centres urbains :Waterloo (centre axé sur la haute technologie et
hautement entretenu), Kitchener (centre industriel ancien) et Cambridge (centre caractérisé par la vieille pierre, où sillonne une rivière).

Hall’s Lane Staircase (2002) by Heather Kocsis.
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documents the essential role of creativity
in economic development. What he calls
“the bohemian index” measures how
open an area is to this important energy.
Without that energy, he suggests, cities
wither. Meric Gertler,3 at the University
of Toronto, has adapted Florida’s
measures to the Canadian context.

But how are we to bring that energy
into the public life of an area? What do
artists need to thrive and what can city
planners do to help sustain them? They
told us.

First and foremost, even ahead of
money, was the need for recognition, for
acknowledgment that artists work and
their work matters.They should not be
a frill on the edges of other sectors.
Artists are now bringing their work
more directly to the public, in small
galleries, studio tours and accessible
places—a very important change for
mid-sized cities. Planners could make
space for art shows in and around city
hall, for music at public gatherings, for
arts awards among other civic awards.
Networking among artists provides
reassurance in the absence of public
appreciation. Planners could support
projects like the University of Waterloo’s
electronic Community Learning Space
(http://learningspace.uwaterloo.ca),
designed to link artists to one another
and to their communities, to create
inventories of venues and arts activities.

Artists need work in arts-related jobs
that use their skills. Many work at
dangerous low-skilled jobs. Few expect
to live off their art work.Artist-in-

residence programs in cities and in
workplaces benefit many people.Work
such as designing, teaching, theatre
ushering, and preparing and guiding
tours can use art skills.When artists are
asked to serve as consultants or to
contribute art, they should be paid
appropriately. (Other experts are.) A
little imagination could identify other
possible contributions. City planners
could make space for local artists to
work on design projects, for instance,
helping to clean up dangerous back
lanes so that they become places for art
shows and impromptu concerts.
Developers could be asked to provide
space for art as well as for cars.

Grant procedures need simplifying. Many
grants are only for arts organizations
and few of these programs fund continuing
projects. Many have impossibly complex
application procedures. Often a small
amount of money can make art happen,
such as money for framing to show
work. City staff could recast procedures
and broker groups of individuals,
organizations or companies interested
in sustaining the arts through small
grants or awards.

Live-work space could be part of any
urban plan. Finding and paying rent for
apartments and studio space can be
difficult. Such multipurpose space has
been successfully created by Artscape in
Toronto. Laura Johnson’s book, The Co-
Workplace,6 thoughtfully addresses issues
around live-work.

Artists are practical, down-to-earth
makers of art, music, books and film.

They identified expensive equipment that
could be shared—film-editing studios,
printing presses, kilns, performance
space, rehearsal space—and quiet places
for reflection such as writers’ rooms in
a library. Kitchener, for instance, has a
growing, lively theatre district, but
rehearsal space is limited. Cities,
companies, schools and churches could
provide a “bank” of available space for
actors, musicians and dancers, as well as
display space.

Arts coverage in local media is essential—
and poor.Attention to the Hollywood
extravaganza and the big shows or
books seriously undermines the arts in
mid-size cities, focusing all attention on
large urban environments—somewhere
else. Local media do not have staff to do
investigative reporting, so they use
packages on the big events and books,
which arrive ready to go to press. Local
artists are told to do their own
promotion, but they do not have the
skills. Cultural departments in cities
could provide marketing and promotion
expertise and perhaps advertising to
fund a column or regular reviews. Legal
advice would also often be welcome.
The City of Kitchener, recognizing poor
local coverage of the arts, has created
e-magazines that are sent out frequently
to many people.

While cities and their planning
departments can address a number of
these issues, they could create, make
use of or fund an arts council, like the
active Waterloo Regional Arts Council,
which is always short of funds. Some

Factory Town (2002) by Heather Kocsis.
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tasks could be mandated to them, along
with a budget and a reporting structure.
Libraries could be rich cultural centres
with performance and gallery space, like
the Cambridge Galleries, or informal
display space.

The work of the Waterloo CURA has
opened the doors to increased university
involvement in this community. Mid-size
cities often have post-secondary
institutions with expertise and facilities
in the arts and planning. Many would
respond to specific invitations from city
planning offices.Theory and practice are
a powerful combination.

This project has shown us ways to link
the insights of artists and planners,
through conversation and the work of
such writers as Richard Florida.As we
struggle to bring these languages together,
to cross disciplines, we all grow. Planners
need to realize that offering more
programs and venues may not be useful,
especially if they plan those with little
reference to the artists in their area. In
many cases, venues are already there;
they need to be looked at differently.
Artists can create programs, on their
own or in consultation with city staff.
These symposia were a first step to
opening these conversations, not the
final word on solutions. It may also be
important to realize that planners and
artists often find one another puzzling.
We may need some interpreters to help
build bridges—not to arts organizations,
but to working artists.

Since the Arts in the Mid-Size City
meetings, and in parallel to them, things
have been happening that address these
artists’ concerns. Big projects can be
important, but a number of small steps,
using local talent and resources, can be
even more effective—and they do not
have to cost bagsful of money.

The City of Kitchener, in developing its
next culture plan, is using reports from
these symposia7 as a resource to help
develop practical, workable initiatives.

The Waterloo Regional Municipality has
set up an arms-length organization, the
Waterloo Regional Arts Fund, with a
mandate to “help make art happen”, with
clear, simple application procedures.The
City of Waterloo is exploring the use of
the University of Waterloo’s Community
Learning Space to help with an inventory
of places that can be used for arts
activities, instead of building yet more
facilities.

The City of Kitchener has supported
the Available Spaces Art Project as a
way to help reinvigorate the downtown
with art in empty store windows and in
places of business, at the same time
providing opportunities for artists to
show and sell their work. In Cambridge,
creating a place for the University of
Waterloo’s School of Architecture has
linked academics, city planners, artists
and citizens in a dynamic project to
refurbish an empty industrial building.

The modest Rotunda Gallery in
Kitchener’s City Hall provides exhibition
space for established and emerging

artists.The City’s artist-in-residence
program, long-established, is a model for
other cities and institutions.A church in
Waterloo is installing a remarkable
organ to support a concert program.
The University of Waterloo has held its
first fringe drama festival and put on a
theatrical performance in an old tannery
building; and the list goes on. ■

Judith Miller, PhD, is a professor of English
Language and Literature at the University of
Waterloo’s Renison College. She has a longstanding
interest in connections between the arts and
creative non-fiction, especially in writings about
literature and the arts. She was Project Director of
Arts in the Mid-Sized City, within Waterloo CURA.
Judith can be reached at: j3miller@uwaterloo.ca

Heather Kocsis is an artist working in the
Kitchener-Waterloo area. Her oil-on-wood images
of the area have been widely appreciated. An
entire series of responses to empty factories in
Kitchener was bought by a Toronto collector, who
has generously allowed them to be exhibited, on
extended loan, in the Kitchener City Hall.
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Economic Development in
Mid-Size Canadian Cities

by Ken O’Brien

Summary
Economic development is a growing area of interest for mid-size municipalities. Municipal staff in this field gather and disseminate

information, act as resources for existing and new businesses, look for strengths, weaknesses and opportunities in the local economy, and
interact with provincial and federal economic development agencies.This article reviews some of the key concepts in economic development

and reflects on the contributions that could be made and the roles to be played by planners.The experience in St. John’s illustrates 
these issues and possibilities.

Sommaire
Le développement économique intéresse de plus en plus les municipalités de taille moyenne. Les employés municipaux recueillent et

diffusent de l’information en la matière, encadrent les entreprises nouvelles et établies, contrôlent les forces, faiblesses et débouchés de
l’économie locale et collaborent avec les organismes de développement économique des gouvernements provinciaux et fédéral. Cet article

recense des notions clés du développement économique et se penche sur les contributions et les rôles possibles des urbanistes.
Ces questions et possibilités sont illustrées par l’expérience de St. John’s.

Making a living, manufacturing goods,
providing services, using natural

resources, creating wealth, generating
profits—these are the elements of
economic life. Increasingly, they are the
focus of municipal efforts in economic
development. Since planning aims to make
the best use of finite resources for the
common good, planners have a role here.

In today’s economy, planners must keep
economic development in mind whether
they work in traditional land use planning
or in an economic development
department or agency. In keeping an eye
on the larger picture while working on
the details of economic growth and
economic development, planners can
offer valuable work to their cities.

Planning school is an excellent training
ground for work in many fields, including
economic development.The planning
process combines academic knowledge
with observation and informed insight.
Skills in research, data collection, public
consultation and facilitation are used to
create a plan of action.The plan is not
an end in itself but a way forward.After
the preparation of the plan comes its An aerial view of downtown St. John’s.
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implementation, the measurement of
results, further consultation and course
corrections.This is the game plan for
traditional land use planning. It is also
suited to economic development.

Defining Economic Development
Cutting the ribbon at the opening of a
new business is a stereotypical scene of
economic development.What else is
needed to form a complete picture?
Economists distinguish between economic
growth and economic development.
Economic growth occurs when the total
amount of economic activity increases,
for example, jobs are created and
businesses open or increase in size.
Development is harder to pinpoint.
Economic development is a broadening
rather than a deepening of economic
activity.A simple example is the
economy of a one-industry town, such
as one dependent on forestry. If the
pulp-and-paper company increases its
production, that is economic growth.
If an entrepreneur uses local wood to
create furniture products, that is economic
development—new opportunities
appear. Economic growth is more readily
seen and promoted. Development is a
harder sell, but it is essential to overall
improvement.As Seasons1 (p. 10) states,
“[Economic development] includes the
notion of structural change on the
economic or social level, or both;
economic growth applies to increases 
in productivity or incomes within the
existing social and economic framework.”

Cities derive part of their economic
activity from local people, resources and
companies; the rest comes from
provincial, national and global economic
movements, pressures and companies. In
recent years, Canadian cities have joined
their provincial governments and federal
agencies in the field of economic
development. Provinces have empowered
their municipalities through legislation
(such as recent amendments to the
Municipalities Act in Newfoundland and
Labrador). Municipalities may have an
economic development department or
may cooperate with local business
groups in an arms-length economic
development agency.

Typical Staff Expectations
Economic development at the municipal
level combines the small issues with the
large.As a municipal staffer in this field,
you might have the following tasks on
your desk at any one time, and they are
all in a day’s work:
• an application to convert an empty

department store to a telephone call
centre;

• a dozen applications for home-based
businesses;

• three requests for market information
from local entrepreneurs interested
in starting new companies;

• a detailed request for specific zoning,
traffic and other information from a
large development company based in
another province that has a client
interested in opening a location in
your city;

• a draft memorandum to your council
detailing activities during the last
quarter;

• a speech for the mayor to give at an
upcoming luncheon with the board of
trade;

• a survey questionnaire from Statistics
Canada;

• notes for a meeting with the regional
economic development board to
discuss issues of common interest;

• data from your municipal tourism
office on last year’s visitors to your
region, their spending patterns and
their comments at your tourism
information centre; and

• suggestions for business information to
be added to your municipal Web site.

Potential Roles for Planners
What can planners working in a mid-size
municipality do to foster development,
increase its commercial tax base, and
compete with its neighbours? Here is
where planning can play a significant role.

Planners have strong strategic thinking and
planning skills: Part of the economic
development process is recognizing
local strengths. Geographic location is
still a powerful determinant of advantages
regarding access to raw materials,
natural resources, skilled labour, markets
and transportation systems. Computer
technology and telecommunications
have lessened the “friction of distance”
but not eliminated it. Our training in
rational comprehensive planning and
strategic planning allows us to think in
strategic terms. Planners can assess the
strengths and weaknesses of the
economy.They understand how to link
direction with action.They can provide
the perspective necessary to situate the
community in its broader economic,
social and environmental context.

Water Street in St. John’s.
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Planners have well-defined communications
skills: Effective planning requires well-
developed communications skills—the
ability to listen and speak effectively.
Local economic development is a
complex endeavour that involves
multiple stakeholders.The planner’s
ability to engage stakeholders and work
toward mutual understanding and,
ideally, consensus sets us apart from
many other disciplines and professions.
Any municipal economic development
department must interact with similar
organizations at the community and
regional (intraprovincial) levels, and with
regional (interprovincial) federal agencies
like Western Economic Diversification
Canada and the Atlantic Canada
Opportunities Agency.

Planners collect, analyze and manage
information: Planners spend much of
their professional careers working with
information from many sources.This
includes quantitative (numerical data)
and qualitative information sources.
The planner’s familiarity with both types
of information can complement and
strengthen analysis in local economic
development.

Planners take a balanced view of economic
development: Planners understand the
inherent value of a robust, vital local
economy.They also understand the
need to balance economic development
goals and objectives with concern for

community development and
environmental preservation. Rather 
than act as advocates for one of these
elements to the exclusion of the others,
planners strive to understand the
individual, joint and cumulative effects
created by interrelationships among the
economy, society and environment.

Planners understand the need for solutions
that make optimal use of community
resources: For St. John’s, its location as a
port and a place for commerce,
government and education has helped
create a Centre of Ocean Excellence.
While not a single, identifiable institution,
“Centre of Ocean Excellence” is both a
slogan and a mindset that builds on the
city’s history of work in fishing, shipping
and offshore oil. Between Memorial
University of Newfoundland, its Fisheries
and Marine Institute, the Centre for
Cold Ocean Research and Engineering,
the College of the North Atlantic, the
Ocean Sciences Centre, and the
National Research Council’s Institute
for Ocean Technology, there is an array
of research and development activity.

Planners know how to establish and
maintain networks: Planners are used to
working with diverse and multiple
interest groups.They understand the
importance of networking, building
partnerships and creating strategic
alliances.As economic development
becomes a community-wide concern
and shared responsibility, these network-
building skills will become more important.
In St. John’s, the City’s Department of
Economic Development,Tourism and
Culture hosts the Canada/Newfoundland
and Labrador Business Service Centre,
a central resource for census and
marketing data, program funding,
regulatory requirements, business
counselling, a lending library and
Internet access. Newfoundland and
Labrador has 19 regional economic
development boards. In the St. John’s
area, the Capital Coast Development
Alliance (Zone Board 19) has an
economic development plan and has
worked on some projects with the City.

Reflections
As in the fields of heritage conservation
and environmental protection, planners
are well suited to economic development,
but economists and business school
graduates dominate this field.This is 
not to disparage their education and
experience. It is simply to ask why
planners have not moved more solidly
into economic development organizations.
Do planners have actual shortcomings,
or do the people who do the hiring
perceive incorrectly that planners are
not qualified?

Jeanne Wolfe2 (p. 17) observed that planning
and economic development sometimes
work in a schizophrenic manner.“On
the one hand, a municipality may be
working to revitalize the central area,
while on the other, it is actively wooing
foreign investment, perhaps into power
centres in the fringe.” This is an interesting
observation, because it points out the
tension between shoring up the local
ark and being carried along in the
globalization flood.

Finally, planners interested in contributing
to local economic development can do
so in the public sector, the traditional
home of economic development
specialists. However, many planners in
the private sector participate in economic
development by doing consulting work
for economic development agencies or
by preparing proposals and projects for
private companies. ■

Ken O’Brien, MCIP, Manager, Planning and
Information, City of St. John’s, Newfoundland and
Labrador, is involved in land use policy, heritage
conservation and rezonings. He was project
manager for the Downtown St. John’s Strategy for
Economic Development and Heritage Preservation
(2001). He studied at Memorial University of
Newfoundland, St. John’s, and Queen’s University,
Kingston, Ontario He can be reached by phone at
(709) 576-6121 or by e-mail at: kobrien@stjohns.ca
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According to business writers of
The National Post, it seems that

everywhere you look out here in
Central Alberta’s Edmonton-Calgary
corridor, the classic “wild west” free-
market economy is alive and well raising
canola, cattle and condos, or drilling for
oil and gas. Smack in the middle of this
bustling economic landscape are two of
Canada’s fastest growing, most prosperous
municipalities, the City of Red Deer and
the Town of Sylvan Lake. In some local
circles, the town of Sylvan Lake is proudly
touted as being the fastest growing
municipality in Canada, with a growth
rate of some 14 percent per annum.
Growth just seems to be busting out all
over these days.

The positive spin that has tended to
accompany these growth-promoting
pronouncements is at least in part
founded on Alberta’s collective
remembrance of darker economic times
in the mid-1980s. In those days, the
provincial economy took a sharp decline
as the result of both rampant inflation
and the federal government’s National

Energy Policy.Also contributing to the
highly visible pro-development mindset
is the current crisis in the agriculture
sector brought on by several years of
drought and 2003’s Bovine Spongiform
Encephalopathy outbreak.As a result,
many Central Albertans are keen to see
their municipalities “grow while the
growing is good”, but for others, the
urban-rural interface issues that arise
out of rapid growth also deserve to be
given a high priority.

Red Deer County
The planning professionals in Red Deer
County, although not opposed to growth,
are more than aware that a number of
challenges lie ahead, as “Urban Alberta”
looks to further encroach on prime
agriculture and energy-resource rich
lands with its upscale “rur-ban”
subdivisions, recreational property
developments, and demands for more
and better services. Fortunately, the
planners are not alone in their
recognition that development often
causes as many problems as it solves.
Over the past five to 10 years, an

increasing number of rural residents and
elected officials have begun to question
the underlying assumptions that have
fostered the “growth-at-all-costs
mentality”.What is even more important,

Summary
The pace of development along the Edmonton-Calgary corridor continues to increase in parallel with the rise in oil and gas prices. At the
mid-point in the corridor, Red Deer County has determined that its traditional agricultural base and rural communities are too valuable to
lose to a wave of unplanned sprawl.The County, however, also needs to garner as much economic benefit as it can from the development
opportunities that are coming to its doorsteps.The key to achieving both objectives is an integrated strategic plan that marries agriculture

viability, growth management, economic development, and land use policy with innovative rural community design.

Sommaire
Le rythme du développement dans le corridor Edmonton-Calgary continue d’augmenter avec la hausse du prix du pétrole et du gaz

naturel. Au point mitoyen de ce corridor, le comté de Red Deer a décidé que ses bases agricoles traditionnelles et ses collectivités rurales
sont trop précieuses pour les sacrifier à une vague d’expansion débridée. En revanche, le comté doit également se prévaloir autant que
possible des possibilités de développement qui se présentent à sa porte. La conciliation réussie de ces deux objectifs relève d’un plan

stratégique intégré qui allie viabilité agricole, gestion de la croissance, développement économique et politiques sur l’utilisation des terres
prévoyant une conception innovatrice des collectivités rurales.

GROWTH MANAGEMENT IN
THE ALBERTA HEARTLAND

by Harry Harker
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they have supported planning initiatives
that give Red Deer County an
opportunity to manage future growth
positively and proactively.

Exploring the Value 
of Agriculture
The growth issues that inevitably occupy
much of the Canadian and Alberta publics’
and professionals’ attention are sprawl
and its notorious partner, annexation.
For Red Deer County, these usual
attention-getters have an even greater
significance, because the prime
development lands in and around the
City of Red Deer and along much of the
Highway 2/2A corridor are Class 1 and 2
farmland. In 2002, the County recognized
that an emotionally charged topic such
as the annexation of prime farmland for
the “growing” of houses would require
more than a few laudatory agriculture
preservation policies being included in
its Municipal Development Plan. From
that initial awareness came a series of
agriculture/land use studies that built
progressively from the identification of
the scope, character and distribution of
the various sectors of the local agriculture
industry to the development of integrated
growth management, economic
development and land use strategies that
promote both long-term viability of
agriculture and the complementary siting
of sustainable new rural settlements in
Red Deer County.

Profiling the Agricultural
Community
A team of land use, soils and information
systems consultants, working under the
direction of the County’s Agriculture
Services and Community Planning
Services departments, with funding
support from the Canadian Agricultural
Rural Communities Initiative, crafted an
“Agriculture Profile” for the County in

early 2003. In the “Profile”, the consultants
described the history of agriculture in
the County, and identified its current
characteristics including the spatial

distribution of each type of farm operation,
farm sizes, industry trends and land use
factors that affect farm viability. Data
pertaining to agriculture-related
biophysical factors such as climate, soils,
topography, surface and bedrock geology,
as well as surface and groundwater
hydrology, were also compiled, mapped
and graphically presented.

Identifying Rural Nodes
Building on the findings of the “Profile”,
the consulting team then synthesized
the data to identify, describe and map
discrete areas in the County that had
similar biophysical resources, agriculture
production systems, and socioeconomic
characteristics.The 19 unique areas
identified through the study have been
labeled for planning purposes as “county
neighbourhoods”. Each neighbourhood
has distinctive biophysical characteristics
that dictate the type of agricultural
activity that is most appropriate, and the
ability of the “neighbourhood” to tolerate
incursions of non-agricultural land use.

Agriculture Sustainability and
Land Use
In parallel to the two Agriculture Profile
and County Neighbourhoods studies,
Red Deer County assembled a “task
force” led by the farming community to
examine existing land use policies and
regulations in light of the changing
needs of the agricultural industry and
the individual farmer. Over an 18-month
period, the 14 members of the Task
Force met with local farmers and
ranchers to discuss matters such as
subdividing previously unsubdivided
quarter sections; permitting second
residences on established farmsteads;

clustering rural development; and
expanding the County’s seven urban
municipalities onto prime agricultural
soils. Regulatory tools such as transfer
of development rights and agricultural
conservation covenants were also
discussed.The Task Force concluded its
work by issuing a report that contained
19 recommendations from the farming
community on matters it deemed to be
critical to the long-term sustainability of
farming and farming families in the County.

Long Term Viability
With both the scientific and public
perception of the future of agriculture
in hand, the consulting team has now
begun to craft the final cornerstone for
the County’s upcoming strategic planning
initiatives, the Agriculture Viability Study.
This study uses the findings of the three
previous studies to develop both
strategic and area-specific land use
policy and regulation recommendations.
In addition, consultants will identify
those rural lands that have the greatest
potential, from both biophysical and
public perceptional bases, to accept
pending urban developments with a
minimum of negative impact on current
and future agricultural operations.
Similarly, lands that are most susceptible
to the effects of urbanization will also
be identified.

Integrated Long Range
Planning
With the comprehensive package of the
agriculture community research in hand,
the County has now selected a single
consulting “team” to take on the challenge
of developing a series of integrated
strategic plans.This next series of work
includes county-wide growth management,
economic development and land use
strategies. Each document will be
specifically grounded on the findings and
recommendations of the five agricultural
studies, and will as well be linked to its
two companion strategic plans. In
preparing these three documents
through a single coordinated, integrated
project, the County tries to ensure that
all of its key land use policies, and
related implementation strategies, are
complementary and mutually supportive.
The County seeks to achieve an
extraordinary level of proactive, public
involvement by combining the open
houses, workshops and public meetings

Summer/Été 2004

The abundant rural and urban ‘crops’ are separated only by 20 metres of asphalt.
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for all three studies, thus minimizing the
likelihood of gaining the public’s support
through a “consensus-by-exhaustion”
process.

Exploring New Ideas 
with Partners
The planning work, however, will not stop
at the strategic plan level. Recognizing
that new ideas and innovative approaches
to rural community design and develop-
ment will be required to put its new
strategic initiatives into action, Red
Deer County has entered into a
partnership agreement with the University
of Calgary’s Faculty of Environmental
Design.Working under the auspices of
the Faculty’s “Urban Design Lab”
instructors, professional staff and
students will prepare two major-area
structure plans (neighbourhood level
plans): one for a rural “new town” that
will absorb a significant amount of the
County’s anticipated growth, the other
for a blended agriculture/recreational
neighbourhood.The goal of each faculty/
student project team will be to explore
new and creative approaches to the
siting, design and development of rural
settlements. Of particular interest to
the County is the potential of these
new settlements to incorporate green
infrastructure and building technologies
to minimize the impacts on the adjacent
agricultural uses and the increasingly
drought stressed, local, biophysical
resources.

As the strategic planning exercises wind
down, and the work of the University’s
teams draws to a close in early 2005, the
strategic planning consultants will then
initiate two final projects: the drafting of
a new County-wide land use (zoning)
bylaw, and the preparation of an
infrastructure network (water, wastewater,
storm water and roads) plan for the
new rural settlements that have been
designed to be the recipients of the
next wave of rural-urban development.

Cooperative Planning for
Growth and Annexation
Of course, no growth management
initiative can succeed just on the basis
of its excellent data, well-crafted policies
and imaginative designs.The field is littered
with technically excellent studies,
strategies and policy plans that have
failed to be implemented.To ensure that

the strategic management of growth 
has a chance of being successfully
implemented, Red Deer County Council
is working on building political partnerships
with the seven municipalities that are
located inside the County’s boundaries.
These efforts include the cooperative
development of intermunicipal
development plans for the fringe areas
around each urban municipality, regular
council-to-council meetings, and
cooperation when working on
annexation proposals to ensure that the
needs and interests of the County and
the urban municipality are fully addressed.

The level of effort that Red Deer County
continues to expend on growth-related
issues is perhaps unprecedented in

rural, agriculture-based Central Alberta.
It is likely that the rural qualities and
character that attract new businesses
and residents would be lost if a less
integrated, innovative and proactive
approach was employed. If the County’s
efforts are successful, the “tidal wave of
explosive growth” that looms on the
horizon will be constructively directed
or deflected when it reaches the Red
Deer County line. ■

Harry Harker, MCIP, is the Director of
Community Planning Services in Red Deer County.
He can be reached at: hharker@reddeercounty.ab.ca

Tractors with cultivators, combines and grain trucks have been replaced by the scrapers, dump trucks and bobcats that
‘plant’ the new crop of urban residences.

Crop rotation patterns now include quarter sections of country residential estates.
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Culture can play a significant
transformational role in urban and

community development, positively
affecting a broad spectrum of community
attributes including tourism, multicultural
issues, local historical appreciation, and
the quality and diversity of other
elements of community life. Cultural
facilities—museums, libraries, interactive
arts centres and performing arts centres
—have been constructed independently
of each other for a variety of reasons
including the revitalization of downtowns
and other community neighbourhoods
and the expansion of social and cultural
attributes.

Cultural amenities have always been 
an important element in defining a
community’s quality of life, but we are
“realizing that culture and the arts also
play an important role in fostering
emerging businesses.”1 In the 1960s,
cities actively recruited industrial plants;
in the 1990s it was dot-com businesses.
What appears to be evolving in this
decade are concerted efforts by
progressive communities to attract 
and retain innovative and creative
entrepreneurs in the cultural and other
industries who expend their creative
energies developing new concepts and
transforming these concepts into
business ventures, thus creating economic
and social development with strong
local roots.

A key success factor in this new type of
community development is the creation
of urban neigbourhoods that facilitate
creativity: landscapes that encourage
informal linkages and face-to-face
interaction between highly creative
innovators and entrepreneurs.2 In medium-
size communities, these neighbourhoods
are exclusively located in the downtowns
rather than in suburban locations. In a
study of small metropolitan regions in
North America, Filion et al.3 conclude

that cultural activities play a significant
role in the successful downtowns.
A healthy vibrant downtown, as Mark
Seasons4 (p. 26) notes,“can contribute to a
resident’s sense of belonging and pride
in community.” Healthy downtowns
have been referred to as the “heart”,
“living room” or “kitchen table” of
community. Downtown is where people
go to feel good, to express themselves,
to socialize, to see and to be seen.
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Cultural Districts: Lessons Learned from
Kelowna, British Columbia

by John Curry

Summary
Proper planning of physical space and cultural activities can play a significant role in enhancing the cultural diversity of community.

This article examines the proactive approach that the City of Kelowna, British Columbia, has taken to the development of its cultural district.

Sommaire
La planification à bon escient des espaces physiques et des activités culturelles peut avoir une incidence importante sur la diversité
culturelle d’une collectivité. Cet article est consacré à l’approche proactive retenue par la ville de Kelowna (Colombie-Britannique) 

en matière de développement de son district culturel.

Cultural District Landscape
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Proper planning of physical space and
cultural activities can play a significant
role in enhancing the cultural diversity
of community.A cultural district can be
defined as the co-location of diverse
cultural activities that permit face-to-
face interaction and create an environment
of synergetic creativity.This article
examines the development of the
Cultural District in Kelowna, British
Columbia. Information for the article
was obtained from three sources: by the
author participating in a three-day cultural
district design charette in Kelowna;
through a questionnaire survey of key
participants in the development of the
cultural district; and through a review of
cultural district and city documents.
Results from the study demonstrate
major successes and positive factors,
limitations or barriers in the development
of the Cultural District, and lessons
learned that may be applicable to other
communities seeking to expand their
arts and other cultural activities.

Case Study of Kelowna’s
Cultural District 
Kelowna is located in the Okanagan
Valley in mountainous southeastern
British Columbia, approximately 400
kilometers east of Vancouver.The 2003
populations for the City and Regional
District of the Central Okanagan are
estimated at 104,000 and 159,000
respectively.5 Kelowna is the principal
service centre for a large agricultural
region, which in recent decades has
witnessed a rapid, highly successful,
expansion of the wine industry.The
valley has also become one of western
Canada’s primary retirement regions.

In recent years, the community has
invested significant resources in the
development of the arts and culture as
a method to further enhance the quality
of community life and expand cultural
tourism.The Cultural District comprises
a six-block area located immediately to
the north of the Centre Business District.
Okanagan Lake to the west creates a
beautiful shoreline, which the community
has developed into Waterfront Park, an
area alive with cultural activities and
public art.The site was once the centre
of the Okanagan Valley fruit-packing
industry. However, similar to many city-
centre industrial areas, the site declined
over the past 40 years because of a shift

in industrial activity. From a brownfield
site in the 1970s, the community has
transformed the former industrial site
into the vibrant, lively Cultural District.

Interest in arts and culture can be traced
back to the 1970s when an ad hoc
committee was formed to examine the
feasibility of constructing a cultural arts
centre for Kelowna. Important progress
took place after the establishment in
1989 of the Mayor’s Task Force to
develop cultural policy for Kelowna.6

The goal of the Task Force was to
integrate arts and culture into community
planning and the delivery of services to
community residents. Since that time,
the City has undertaken a number of
planning exercises where culture has
played a centre-stage role: the Official
Community Plan, Kelowna Centre Plan,
Economic Impact Study, Streetscape
Plan, Social Plan, Downtown Plan and
Cultural District Plan.A number of
organizations and programs have been
put in place to implement the plans: the
Arts Foundation, the Cultural District
Product Development Committee, the
Public Arts Committee and the Arts
Development Office of the Cultural
Services Division.

Successes and Barriers
Three important success elements have
spurred on cultural development in
Kelowna: political leadership, quality
planning, and implementation activities.

Survey participants felt that a significant
watershed event was the establishment
of the Mayor’s Task Force to develop
cultural policy in 1989. Since that time,
accelerating efforts and a maturing
vision have galvanized municipal officials,
city staff, cultural enthusiasts and
community residents to rally around a
concept that has evolved into the
Cultural District.Various planning
processes, most notably the Cultural
District Implementation and Marketing
Plan,7 have demonstrated the value of
planners, economic development
professionals, cultural professionals and
volunteers, and the business community
working together for the overall
improvement of the community. Finally,
for people to remain focused on a
vision, tangible results must be evident.
The Cultural District contains numerous
tangible facilities including museums,
theatres, a hotel-casino complex and a
beautiful linear waterfront park.The
most recent addition, the Rotary Centre
for the Arts, is a beehive of interactive
cultural activity.Advocates of culture are
kept informed of development and
activities through membership in the
Cultural District Network, which
includes all stakeholders in the district.

The most recent event in this community-
based cultural planning process was a
three-day design charette in February
2004 where a vision, land use changes

Waterfront Park
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and a development process were debated
and crafted into images by three design
teams.To create a diversity of ideas and
concepts, three design firms (Versa—
The Design Group, Prince George,
British Columbia; Sturgess Architecture,
Calgary,Alberta; and Merrick Architecture,
Vancouver, British Columbia) were
brought to Kelowna to transform the
ideas of residents into tangible culture-
scapes of the district.The outcome of
this intensive design experience was
three concept plans for the unification
of the divergent cultural and civic
facilities. Design solutions were proposed
to integrate Okanagan Lake into the
district and to create pedestrian linkages
within the district and to adjacent
neighbourhoods.The charette encouraged
residents to become involved in and
take ownership of future planning and
development.

Paralleling these major accomplishments
within the Cultural District have been
real estate projects marketing their close
proximity to the district as a highly
desirable attribute. One developer is
proposing loft condominiums in keeping
with the funky nature of the district.
City assessment statistics indicate that
the Cultural District has positively
stimulated land values in its vicinity. One
of the significant elements of the design
charette was the involvement of property
development professionals.

The most significant limitation or barrier
identified by survey participants was the
lack of funds available from senior levels
of government.The perception is that
federal government spending continues
to be concentrated in eastern Canada
and provincial funding for culture has
not increased in the past decade.The
municipality continues to be a major
financial contributor to culture with per
capita investment in culture increasing
from $13.92 in 2000 to $18.59 in 2003.
One noteworthy funding success was
the recognition of Kelowna as the
Cultural Capital of Canada in 2003.
Accompanying this prestigious award
was a grant of $500,000 to support
culture development in the community.

Lessons Learned
Cultural District participants have a
number of lessons to pass on to other
communities thinking about developing
cultural elements and attributes. Business
and political support is critical. In Kelowna’s
case, the hiring of an arts development
officer allowed one person to focus on

bringing the various divergent elements
—artistic, commercial and political—of
the community together to focus on
cultural development. Participants
concluded that one of the components
of the development process that they
would definitely have done differently is
the early creation of an interdepartmental
team (including Planning, Parks, Land and
Engineering) to coordinate physical
development and cultural programming.
Finally, the words of one participant may
provide us with the best lesson learned
from Kelowna:“A cultural district initiative
must evolve slowly and carefully, always
basing itself on who and what the local
community is.Authenticity is the most
important component. It cannot be
imported from elsewhere, but must be
home grown.” As the City of Kelowna
has demonstrated, arts and culture can
play a major role in rejuvenating and
revitalizing the downtowns of medium-
size cities. ■

John Curry, MCIP, PAg, is Associate Professor,
School of Environmental Planning, University of
Northern British Columbia. He has extensive
Canada-wide experience working with small and
medium-sized communities in the areas of
economic, social, and ecological planning and
development. His current research focuses on
methods to stimulate rural and remote economics
in the Highlands and Islands of Scotland and
Australia and ways to apply this knowledge to the
development of northern British Columbia.

Design Charette
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The Spring Garden Road Commercial
Area Plan was prepared between

1981 and 1985. It was undertaken
pursuant to a requirement to prepare
secondary plans for areas identified as
“Areas for Detailed Planning” in the
Halifax Municipal Development Plan,
which was approved in 1976.The Plan
imposed schedules on these areas to
hold development until an area plan was
approved. In the case of Spring Garden
Road, as-of-right development was
limited to a maximum height of 35 feet
and 10,000 square feet of floor area.
Proposals for larger or taller buildings
had to proceed by development
agreement, which required public
meetings and hearings and, ultimately,
approval by City Council.

Spring Garden Road Area
Spring Garden Road, although it had not
seen much activity in the years immediately
preceding the planning process, definitely
had the potential for extensive
redevelopment. In most respects, then
as now, Spring Garden Road was

Halifax’s Park Avenue, albeit on a much
smaller scale.Along four or five blocks,
the street accommodated many of the
city’s best-known and respected retailers
offering clothes, shoes, furniture, food,
gifts and souvenirs.

In the early 1980s, commercial space on
the street and adjacent blocks was still
largely locally owned. Many stores had
been operated by families for several
generations, but space was arguably
underdeveloped. Early in the planning
process, it became clear that several key
owners were interested in selling their
property to commercial developers
interested in renovating, remodelling
and expanding.

Notwithstanding the interest of some
property owners in “upgrading”, Spring
Garden Road was regarded as a premium
retail location.The street had several
important attributes that supported its
image. First, Spring Garden Road is on
the southern edge of downtown
Halifax, which places it close to the
city’s affluent South End. Second, the

commercial portion of the street ends
in the west at the Halifax Public Gardens,
which attracts residents and tourists
daily through spring, summer and fall.
Third, at the east end of the street are
several important institutional structures,
including the main branch of the Halifax
Public Library, the then Technical
University of Nova Scotia,1 the Provincial
Court, and related connections to
Barrington Street, which is considered
the spine of Halifax’s Central Business
District. Fourth, the area had abundant
parking on three surface lots created by
urban renewal schemes in the early
1960s. Finally, the street is reasonably
flat, which is almost unique among east-
west streets radiating from Citadel Hill
in downtown Halifax.

Plan Development
Shortly before we began work on the
Spring Garden Road Plan, we had
completed a study of pedestrian flows
in the downtown.The study counted
the number of pedestrians on each
block in the downtown during the

THE ANGLE ON SPRING
GARDEN ROAD

by John Heseltine

Summary
The Spring Garden Road Commercial Area Plan was prepared between 1981 and 1985.The plan emphasized the preservation of a

positive pedestrian environment through the imposition of angle controls to ensure exposure to sunlight and the maintenance of continuous
retail/service frontage.The area boomed immediately following adoption of the plan but suffered from overbuilding by the early 1990s.

It has revived in the context of a more recent downtown renaissance.Today, the major problem facing the area is to develop approaches to
improve interconnection between major buildings to create pedestrian circulation on backstreets and in upper floor areas.

Sommaire
Le plan de zonage commercial du chemin Spring Garden a été élaboré entre 1981 et 1985. Il privilégie la préservation d’un milieu propice 

à la circulation piétonnière par la restriction des angles pour admettre la lumière du soleil et la mise en place d’une façade continue 
de magasins de détails et de points de service. Le secteur a connu un essor immédiatement après l’adoption du plan, mais dès le début 

des années 1990, était la proie d’une construction excessive. Il a été renouvelé dans le contexte d’une récente renaissance du centre-ville.
Aujourd’hui, le principal problème se posant dans le secteur consiste en la mise au point d’approches pour améliorer les liens entre les
principaux édifices de façon à créer une circulation piétonnière dans les rues secondaires et dans les espaces des étages supérieurs.
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summer of 1981. Comparison of flows
on different blocks provided several
general lessons and data of specific
relevance to Spring Garden Road.The
first general lesson was that pedestrians
were attracted to blocks and streets
with retail frontage. Even modest breaks
in frontage tended to divert walkers to
potentially more interesting areas.
Second, on east-west streets, like Spring
Garden Road, pedestrians were
significantly more numerous on the
north than on the south side of the
street. In frequently cool and overcast
Halifax, walkers clearly preferred the
sunny north side of the street to the
shadow-covered south side (figure 1).

These principles were amply demonstrated
on Spring Garden Road. Pedestrian
counts on the north side of the street
were as much as double the counts on

the south side. Small areas in which
buildings were setback, and the relatively
extensive institutional area at the east
end of the street, also had dramatic
effects in reducing pedestrian volumes.
Overall, Spring Garden Road showed
the highest volumes on any street
surveyed with the very highest counts
on its well-developed westernmost
block, adjacent to the Public Gardens.

The assets of Spring Garden Road
provided the basis of our draft plan.
The Municipal Development Plan policy
specified that areas peripheral to the
Central Business District, including
Spring Garden Road, should provide
parking for their own needs and to
support the more densely developed
District. Preserving the parking supply
available in the area and expanding it as
development proceeded was therefore
important.The Pedestrian Study
demonstrated that Spring Garden Road
was the City’s premiere pedestrian
avenue and that, too, was important to
preserve.The keys to sustaining high
pedestrian volumes based on observations

from the study were provision of
continuous retail frontage or, at least,
service frontage that created visual
interest, and exposure to sunlight.We
also felt that the character of the street,
which largely supported these features,
was an attraction in and of itself worthy
of preservation.

The plan, therefore, had four important
elements:
> requirements to replace surface

parking on sites subject to development
and to provide further parking spaces
for any additional commercial space
created;

> requirement for retail or service
development on the ground floor
level of all new buildings;

> a maximum façade height of 35 feet
in keeping with the height of
traditional buildings in the area; and

> “angle controls” restricting the
increase in height on the Spring
Garden Road frontage to two feet
for every three feet back from the
street line (see figure 2).

Figure 1

Figure 2: Spring Garden Road Commercial Area Plan
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None of these regulations was particularly
innovative. Parking standards and height
controls are, of course, commonplace in
zoning regulations.Angled setbacks,
although at a very steep angle, were
part of the primary commercial zone in
the City of Halifax Zoning Bylaw of
1950, which even today is the basis of
zoning in the former city.The approach
is also famous as the key device used to
regulate the development of New York
City skyscrapers in the 1920s.Aside
from the increased parking standards,
the proposed requirements were
important largely with respect to their
goal of preserving a positive pedestrian
environment.

Planning Process
The planning process was straightforward,
if not unimaginative. Consultation took
place through a series of public meetings
at which Planning Department staff first
presented information and then
proposals, after which citizens were
invited to put forward questions and
comments.The approach was not
collaborative and was anything but fast,
although four years was not particularly
drawn out for a planning process in
Halifax at the time.The process was
also not especially smooth. Several
influential property owners believed
that they would achieve maximum
return on the sale of their property
only through minimum restrictions.They
were far from convinced that preserving
the character of the street and streetscape
was important, and dubious that the
proposed parking standards could be
met in viable developments.They argued
strenuously against our proposed façade
height limit and angle controls despite
extensive shadow-casting calculations by
the planning team at a time when
computer programs were not yet
available for the purpose. Eventually, we
compromised with owners on a 55-foot
façade height limit.

The final public meeting on the proposed
Spring Garden Road Commercial Area
Plan went reasonably smoothly; however,
the local newspaper subsequently
reported considerable resistance from
the business community that was not
expressed at the meeting.The Plan,
nevertheless, proceeded to public hearing
and was approved by the City of Halifax
Council in 1985. In acceding to the Plan,

the business community appeared to be
cognizant of the effectiveness of the
prevailing restrictions in discouraging
land transactions.

Plan in Practice
Not surprisingly, the Spring Garden Road
area boomed in the buoyant economy
of the mid–1980s.The first major change
was the sale and redevelopment of a
furniture store at the southwest corner
of Spring Garden and Birmingham Street.
The large store, which was undoubtedly
poorly suited to the evolving furniture
business, was transformed into Spring
Garden Place, a multilevel shopping
centre filled with high-end boutiques.
It was designed within the angle controls
and provided the requisite parking.
It was an immediate hit and, for a time,
was the most prestigious shopping place
in Halifax.

The approach was soon replicated on
the south side of the same block with
the demise of the national Dominion
grocery chain. Halifax Developments, a
longstanding force in downtown
development affiliated with Dominion
competitor Sobeys Inc., secured the
store site and built a second high-end
shopping centre.The centre, called Park
Lane, included the city’s first multiplex
cinema and two levels of retail space
topped within the angle envelope by six
stories of office space.This was followed
by a similar, smaller-scale commercial
development incorporating residential
condominiums instead of office space
on the north side of Spring Garden
between Dresden Row and Birmingham
Street (City Centre Atlantic), and an
office building with ground-level retail
space on the northwest corner of Spring
Garden and Queen Street (Cornwallis
House).At the same time, many other
owners upgraded space and undertook
modest expansions, notwithstanding
that several established tenants took
space in one of the new centres.

During this time, the Spring Garden
Road area arguably became overbuilt.
Park Lane assumed the mantle of retail
pre-eminence for a while but slid in the
retail shakeout of the 1990s. Its second
floor has never been fully leased and has
now been largely turned over to an
information technology school and
some small service outlets. City Centre
Atlantic took many years to lease, as did

Cornwallis House. However, street-level
commercial development has been very
successful in the latter building.

It is at the street level that Spring
Garden Road has been most successful.
Traditional street-front retail has
regained popularity and reinforced the
pedestrian qualities of Spring Garden
Road.The premium now placed on
street-front space, in fact, has encouraged
the movement of retail down Spring
Garden’s tributary streets. Restaurants
and retail spaces were incorporated on
the secondary façades of Heritage Place
and Cornwallis House. Smaller scale
renovations and expansions have
complemented this space progressively
farther from the central spine of Spring
Garden Road.

The overall effect has been positive.The
Spring Garden Road Commercial Area
Plan has now been in effect for nearly
20 years with only modest fine-tuning in
the interim.The area has reinforced its
image as a high-end shopping district,
while extending its effective area. It is
now increasing its residential population
as condominium development surges in
downtown Halifax. Best of all, the street
remains spacious and comfortable and,
visually at least, continues to be the
busiest pedestrian route in the downtown.

Development has not been without
setbacks.The slow take up of space
after the initial surge of development
and the struggle to fill upper floor retail
suggests that the original proposals to
keep façades at the traditional 35 feet
and impose a relatively shallow angle
would not have unduly restricted
development potential. Parking, likewise,
has appeared excessive at times,
although all lots and parkades in the
area are fully occupied today.They do
not, however, appear to have satisfied
the needs of the Central Business
District where the Halifax Regional
Municipality recently built a multilevel
parking structure. On the other hand,
the requirement for retail frontage has
undoubtedly been positive, reinforcing a
key virtue of Spring Garden Road and,
accidentally, anticipating a restored
demand for street-front space.

Lessons Learned
Under the Spring Garden Road
Commercial Area Plan, the area grew
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and became a more vibrant district,
although, as acknowledged, it may have
overgrown in some respects.

I have always been pleased with the use
we were able to make of quantitative
data in developing the plan for Spring
Garden Road.The purpose of collecting
pedestrian volume information was not
well defined when we undertook the
work; however, it provided many insights
when fully compiled. New counts are
unlikely to reveal new general insights,
although it would be interesting to see
if volumes have increased on Spring
Garden Road and, if so, by how much.
We also did studies of shadow casting
throughout the year to provide a sound
basis for the angle proposal as noted,
as well as careful research of parking
standards.

We were probably fortunate, however,
that the area lent itself to essentially
technical solutions. It did not need a
strategy to stimulate growth like most
downtown commercial areas elsewhere
in Halifax and in Canada at the time. If it
had, the program of public meetings
would undoubtedly have been inadequate.
Even with the relatively objective standards
that we proposed, a workshop, or
similar more interactive consultative
mechanism, would have been valuable.
Unquestionably, many merchants of the
time did not “buy into” the Plan and
eventually accepted it grudgingly as a
lesser evil than the interim restrictions
under which they had been limited.

The Plan, also, did not directly address
the functioning of lots behind Spring
Garden Road. Furthermore, the lack of
success with the leasing of upper floor
areas on Spring Garden Road had as
much to do with poor circulation within
and between buildings as oversupply of
space.The connection of other buildings
through interior corridors/passages
paralleling Spring Garden Road might
encourage a second level of circulation
that would enliven upper floors and give
them the exposure from which the
central spine has benefited. Future
consideration of internal circulation may
well prove to be as important as the
emphasis placed on the street
environment in the first Spring Garden
Road Commercial Area Plan. ■

John Heseltine, MCIP, is President and Senior
Planner with EDM, Environmental Design and
Management Ltd. of Halifax, Nova Scotia. He was
the principal planner responsible for preparation of
the Spring Garden Road Commercial Area Plan
while employed as a planner with the City of
Halifax in the 1980s. He prepared the plan under
the supervision of Simpson McLeod, MCIP, and was
assisted in many of the more difficult aspects of
research by planning technician Joel Baltzer, who
most notably did many shadow calculations.
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Rural sprawl (rural large-lot
development) has flown under the

radar of many land use academics and
planners. Some local governments,
environmental advocates and members
of the public view rural sprawl as an
environmentally friendly form of
development and support it in plans and
bylaws.This article contributes to an
understanding of the costs and
consequences of rural sprawl including
its impacts on wild lands, the cost of
road development and maintenance, and
storm water pollution. Recognizing that
sprawl should be viewed as a continuum
from higher to lower densities rather
than a fixed state,1 this analysis
compares the impacts and costs of
townhouses, single-family lots and five-
acre rural lots.The impacts and costs of
development are measured in per capita
terms to reveal the consequences of
accommodating population growth.

Communities face increasing demand
for rural large-lot developments in
exurban areas because of a perceived
high quality of life and rural ambiance.
This article argues that rural large lots
are the most costly form of sprawl by
providing planners with quantified
evidence of the benefit of higher density
forms of development. In his survey of
the literature,1 Johnson identifies common
characteristics of sprawl including
segregated land uses, automobile
dependence and lower densities than
those closer to city centres. Rural 
large-lot developments display these
characteristics. Daniels2 presents “rural
sprawl” as the third type of sprawl, the
first being urban and the second suburban.

Costs and Impacts 
The costs and impacts of different types
of sprawl are not equal and can be

viewed as a continuum increasing as lot
size increases. In analyzing the cost of
providing water and sewer services,
Speir and Stephenson3 found that the
size of lots is the most cost-sensitive
spatial attribute.Their results confirm
previous work on the costs of
alternative housing patterns and
demonstrate that smaller lots, shorter
distances between existing centres, and
lower tract dispersions reduce water
and sewer costs.Although their analysis
was limited to lots of up to one acre in
size, it is reasonable to extrapolate
these findings to large rural lots.This is
supported by Downing and Gustely’s4

finding that it costs more to provide
sprawling developments with services
and infrastructure than higher density,
more compact development.

The Costs and Impacts 
of Rural Sprawl: 

Not All Sprawl Is Equal
by Rob Buchan

Summary
Rural large-lot development, often viewed as an environmentally friendly form of development and supported in plans and bylaws, displays

the same characteristics as sprawl and should be properly classified as rural sprawl. Impacts and costs, such as loss of wildlife habitat,
resource consumption and storm water contamination, associated with urban, suburban and rural sprawl are not equal and can be viewed
as a continuum, increasing as lot size increases.The analysis of rural sprawl illustrates its real expense and environmental impact, proving it

to be the most damaging and costly form of sprawl.

Sommaire
Les développements en zone rurale sur des grands terrains, qui sont souvent considérés comme une forme de développement sans danger

pour l’environnement et qui sont appuyés par les plans et règlements municipaux, présentent des caractéristiques comparables à
l’expansion tentaculaire des villes et devraient être correctement désignés expansion rurale. Les incidences et le coût de cette forme de

développement, y compris la disparition d’habitats sauvages, la consommation de ressources et la contamination des eaux pluviales, que l’on
associe à l’expansion urbaine, suburbaine et rurale, ne sont pas égaux et peuvent être considérés comme un continuum qui augmente avec
la superficie des lots. L’analyse de l’expansion rurale reflète son coût réel et son incidence sur l’environnement et démontre qu’elle est en

fait la forme d’expansion qui cause le plus de dommages et coûte le plus cher.
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Other impacts include the loss of
agricultural land,2,5 ecological
fragmentation, loss of wildlife habitat,
ground water depletion and contamination
and loss of storm water retention.
One might also argue that public safety
is further compromised in rural lot
developments because of longer
emergency vehicle response times.

Data Source
The data examined here include the loss
of forested area, infrastructure costs and
storm water pollution loads.These are
compared between three development
forms as illustrated by figure 1. It is
assumed that the townhouse and single-
family options occur in greenfield sites
within or adjacent to suburban locations,
and that the rural lots occur further out
in rural areas.

Natural forest lost:This is land required
for roads (20 metre right-of-way width),
driveways (3.5 metre width), home sites
and interface fire hazard fuel reduction
buffers in each of the scenarios shown
in figure 1.

Infrastructure costs: Infrastructure costs
for the scenarios are based on a total of
eight dwelling units with an average
household of 2.5 individuals. Road costs
are based on local construction costs
and actual maintenance costs in
Langford, British Columbia.Although
construction costs vary regionally, the
relationship of the construction values
will be similar, as it is the length of
roads and driveways that is the main
difference between each of the scenarios.

Storm water pollution: Storm water
pollution loads are derived from the
Guidebook for Screening Urban Nonpoint
Pollution Management Strategies.6 Pollution
levels (pounds per acre per year) are
extrapolated from that guidebook.

Analysis
The data demonstrate a range of costs
and impacts and can be taken together
as a measurement of the sustainability
(resource consumption) of each level of
density (see table 1). In comparing the
single-family to the townhouse scenario,
the data demonstrate that twice as much
forested land is consumed per capita to
support lower density development.The
single-family development also costs
twice as much to build and maintain per
capita. Storm water pollution loadings

range from 60 to 90 percent greater
compared to the single-family scenario.
While these differences suggest that
single-family lot developments are less
sustainable than 14-units-per-acre
townhouse forms, the differences between
the rural large lot and the townhouse
scenarios are considerably greater.

Almost one quarter of an acre of forest
is consumed per person to support the
rural lots compared to 0.035 acres for a
townhouse development—about 6.5 times
the amount. If interface fire hazard
protection measures (removing trees
and fuel loadings around the houses)

are used, the consumption of wild land
per capita increases to almost three
quarters of an acre—still about 6.5 times
greater consumption than the townhouse
development.This is a conservative
number as rural property owners may
clear more land for animals, gardens,
views, and so on.

Contrary to the claim of Gordon and
Richardson5 that there are no clear
infrastructure savings from high residential
densities, the work of Speir and
Stephenson3 and the data presented
here demonstrate that higher densities
save on infrastructure costs. Developing

FIGURE 1: EXTENT OF FOREST MODIFICATION FOR VARIOUS
LEVELS OF FIRE PROTECTIONS

TABLE 1: PER CAPITA IMPACTS AND COSTS BY DEVELOPMENT TYPE

5.0-acre lot 0.1- acre lot 0.07-acre lot
(0.2 DUs/acre) 6 DUs/acre 14 DUs/acre

Natural Forest Lost
House/roads/ROW’s (acres)i 0.230 0.069 0.035
House/roads/ROW’s/30M fire buffer (acres)ii 0.720 0.228 0.110   

Infrastructure
Road and driveway (cost) $40,691.88iii $14,155.09iv $6,666.29iv

Road maintenance (cost/year) $62.37v $35.66vi $16.22vi

Pollution loads
Total nitrogen (lbs/year)vii 7.658 0.679 0.353  
Total phosphorous (lbs/year)vii 0.589 0.077 0.048  
Extractable Zinc (lbs/year)vii 0.137 0.027 0.016  

i includes 20M road, house and driveway footprint
ii includes 20M road, house and driveway footprint, and 30M fuel buffer
iii Langford Rural Road Standard—without curbs, gutters or catch basins
iv Langford Urban Road Standard—with non-mountable curb and gutter, catch basins, and seepage pits
v Langford Maintenance Standard—roads without curbs
vi Langford Maintenance Standard—roads with curbs
viiNorth Virginia Planning District Commission, 1979
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rural lots costs $40,691.88 compared
with $6,666.29 per capita for the 14-units-
per-acre townhouse development—
about 6.1 times more cost per capita,
and the cost of maintenance is in the
order of 3.8 times higher. Rural sprawl
impact takes on greater magnitudes
with storm water pollution. Nitrogen
counts are over 21 times greater,
phosphorus over 12 times greater and
extractable zinc 8.5 times greater than
the counts for the townhouse scenario.

These data demonstrate that forest land
consumption, infrastructure costs and
pollution loadings increase as density
decreases.They make a clear case that
rural sprawl is far more consumptive,
costly and damaging than suburban and
urban sprawl, and is, therefore, less
sustainable.

Conclusion
Rural environments are popularly equated
with a high quality of life.They are quieter
and provide contact with the environment.
However, rural sprawl comes at
considerable expense and strain on our
resources, and it is perhaps the most

damaging and costly form of sprawl.
Rural sprawl creates more roads, which
results in more forest being consumed,
more air pollution, greater consumption
of energy, higher infrastructure costs,
more storm water run off, and more
ecological fragmentation.

This article supports Speir and
Stephenson’s3 notion of differential
impacts among sprawl types and the
concept that sprawl is a continuum
ranging from higher to lower density.
A continuum of costs and benefits is
inversely related to the sprawl continuum,
with the greatest costs and impacts
associated with the lowest densities—
rural sprawl.

As this article is based on limited data,
more research is needed. Investigation
should be expanded to include the range
of costs and consequences already
associated with urban and suburban
sprawl. For example, in Sui’s “Musings 
on the Fat City”7, a connection is made
between obesity and health problems
and sprawl.Are rural residents more
likely to be obese than urban residents

because of the time spent in cars
commuting? What is the value of
productive and discretionary time lost
to the long commutes to rural home
sites compared to urban and suburban
locations? Finally, given the evidence on
the cost and impact of rural sprawl,
environmentally concerned people should
also be good urbanists, embracing,
promoting and living in urban
neighbourhoods. ■

Rob Buchan, MCIP, is the Director of Planning
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The bicycle is the most efficient mode
of human transport yet devised. It is

healthful and quiet, while also the most
common and universally accessible mode
of mechanized travel worldwide. Its
increased use as a transport mode in
western cities would help to alleviate
traffic congestion, improve air quality,
and increase the carrying capacity of
streets without major capital investments.

This case study explores an uncommon
method of assessing current streetscape
conditions from the perspective of cyclists.
Analysis focuses on the overall safety
and usability of streets for the purposes
of bicycle travel through the use of an
“operational model”: comparatively
rating streets and intersections, and
identifying those that are best suited for
cycling in terms of physical conditions.
The results of the analysis identify which
streets are the most cycle friendly under
current conditions, while pinpointing
specific problems that face cyclists in
downtown Calgary.

Bicycles are permitted and expected on
almost all public roadways, yet little
infrastructure designed to facilitate their
use is in place. Calgary’s downtown core
has no bicycle-specific, on-street facilities,
although it is the single largest destination

for bicycle users in the city (up to 2,500
one-way trips a day).The bicycle is the
fastest growing mode for trips to and
from Calgary’s downtown, yet the core
lacks even recommended cycle routes
(simply identified as such on a map),
the most rudimentary of what can be
considered bicycle facilities.This analysis
tests the applicability of mathematical
models in assessing roadway suitability
for cyclists, users of streets that were
built primarily with the needs of car
drivers in mind.

The Model
The model used in this analysis was
developed by Jeff Davis1 (a traffic engineer
interested in bicycle safety prediction
modeling) in 1987. It uses input data such
as Average Daily Traffic, Curb Lane Width,
Posted Speed Limit, along with operational
(parking, access points) and surface
condition (bumps, pavement cracking)
measurements to produce a rating for
each street section.

For example, the number of intersecting
driveways, such as parking lot entrances
or alleyways, are factored into the
calculation because of their potential to
cause conflict with cyclists when cars
using them enter or leave the roadway.

In much the same way, the timing of
traffic signals and the location and size
of potholes can affect the usability of a
street section for cycling.A distinct formula
is employed to evaluate intersection
conditions, and the two types of results
are averaged to produce overall ratings
along entire streets.This facilitates
comparisons between parallel streets,
allowing cyclists to choose the most
desirable route.

The Davis method is useful for identifying
which streets are the most safe,
comfortable or usable for cyclists in a
general sense.The model is used to
predict average conditions in off-peak
hours: it produces a general rating that
a cyclist can expect to encounter. It does
not attempt to interpret the opinions of
individuals, nor does it account for which
routes are the most direct or best
connected to local attractions or services.

The results of this model can assist the
transportation practitioner to recommend
routes for cyclists, prioritize traffic flow
modifications and street repairs, or
implement bicycle-specific facilities.The
results are also useful to cyclists seeking
to make decisions with respect to route
choice.The rating categories for streets
and intersections are set out in table 1.

The Bicycle Compatibility of Streets in
Downtown Calgary

by Tim Blair

Summary
Increasing the modal share of bicycle trips is a goal of many official plans and transportation targets in Canadian cities. Strategies for

achieving these gains include facilitating the use of bicycles as transportation and the construction of bicycle-specific facilities where needed.
This case study of downtown Calgary explores a method of assessing existing streetscape conditions from the perspective of cyclists,

identifying those that are best suited to cycling in terms of physical conditions, and recommending routes based on the results.

Sommaire
L’augmentation de la part modale des déplacements en bicyclette est un objectif que visent bien des plans officiels et cibles en matière de
transports dans les villes canadiennes. Diverses stratégies entrent en jeu pour le réaliser, dont la facilitation de l’utilisation de la bicyclette
pour le transport et la construction d’installations spéciales pour les vélos là où le besoin s’en fait sentir. L’étude du cas du centre-ville de

Calgary envisage une méthode d’évaluation du quadrillage urbain dans la perspective du cycliste afin de dégager les endroits qui se prêtent
le mieux à la circulation en vélo de par leur disposition physique, et ainsi recommander des itinéraires basés sur les résultats de cette évaluation.
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The Case Study
The downtown core of Calgary was
chosen as the study area, because it is a
major destination for cyclists and the
hub of street-level activity.The 11-by-
nine-block core encompasses many
commercial and residential towers and
public buildings. Multilevel parking
structures, surface parking lots, urban
parks, and “+15” overhead walkways
(which connect adjacent buildings over
the street at the level of the second
floor) also typify the downtown built
environment.

The on-street environment is typical by
North American standards, with a
combination of one- and two-way
surface streets running roughly north-
south and east-west. Block sections
range from 50 to 120 metres long, and
the number of lanes ranges from as few
as one (per direction) to as many as 

six (one way) at peak periods. Most
intersections are signal controlled, and
the bulk of motor-vehicle traffic flows
east and west, owing to the area being
sandwiched between the Bow River to
the north and the Canadian Pacific
Railway line to the south.

The bulk of cyclists access the downtown
core by way of the recreational pathway
system, which runs east to west along
the Bow River. It provides a grade-
separated route through a linear park,
and connects with bridge crossings and
local neighborhoods, while linking to a
number of streets leading into the core
on a north-south axis.These access
streets are devoid of cyclist-specific
facilities, yet must be used to penetrate
the business district.

Results
The application of the Davis model
returns a rating for each street section
(block) and intersection for each direction
of legal travel.These values are averaged
for entire streets so that adjacent routes
can be directly compared for their relative
cycling suitability.

In the study area, results ranged from -
0.7 to 8.3 for street sections, and 1.3 to
6.9 for intersections. Negative ratings
are most commonly achieved when the
curb lane is very wide, and are considered
to be good. Intersection ratings are
typically similar to those for adjoining
street sections. See figure 1 for the
ratings of all downtown street sections.

Favourable cycling conditions as identified
through the model occur when the curb
lane is wide enough to permit easy
overtaking of a cyclist by a motorist,
when vehicle flows and speeds are
relatively low, and when there are few
impediments to efficient straight line
flow, like left turning vehicles, steep
grades, or potholes in the surface.The
proportion of truck traffic, the number
of vehicle access points per block
(driveways or entrances to parking
garages), significant pavement ridging,
and the existence of on-street parking
were also assigned values for inclusion
in the model, based on inputs from
traffic engineers and bicycle transport
specialists and practitioners.

Several points affect how the results
might be interpreted, and must be
addressed. First, the results represent
typical conditions: they are calculated
based on average daily traffic flows, and
can only be considered accurate for
weekday, non-peak hours. Peak traffic
levels and parking conditions alter the
results at other times, and producing
results that vary during the course of
the day would confuse recommendations
of route choice. Second, the rating
categories devised by Davis are meant
to allow streets to be comparatively
assessed.They are not intended to
serve as absolute indicators of whether
a street is usable by individual riders:
comfort in urban cycling conditions is a
matter of experience level, familiarity
and a combination of other factors.

TABLE 1: DAVIS MODEL RATING CATEGORIES

Value Rating Descriptor

0-4 Excellent Extremely favourable  
4-5 Good Conducive, yet not unrestricted  
5-6 Fair Marginal desirability  
6+ Poor Questionable desirability 

N.B.: High index values indicate poor cycling conditions. Negative values (as low as -1) may also be returned, indicating
particularly favourable conditions.

Typical on-street environment in Downtown Calgary. Note how part of the parking lane might be used by the cyclist,
yet might also contain hazards such as opening car doors, or vehicles entering the roadway. 
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FIGURE 1: RATINGS FOR INDIVIDUAL STREET SECTIONS AND INTERSECTIONS AS WELL AS OVERALL
RATINGS FOR ENTIRE STREETS 

FIGURE 2: RECOMMENDED ROUTES THROUGH DOWNTOWN CALGARY AND ENTIRE STREET RATINGS

N.B.: These ratings include intersection values and are bidirectional in the cases of two-way streets.
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Recommendations
Recommendations stemming from this
study are of two types: potential
recommended routes in the core
identified as the most favourable cycle
axes under current conditions, and the
pinpointing of specific locations
identified as having obvious deficiencies
for cyclists.

Routes recommended for cycling are
those with the lowest numerical values,
with other factors considered as well.
The recommended routes from a
planning perspective are streets and
avenues with the best ratings, which also
feature good connectivity to regional
pathways and to other parts of the city
while providing adequate coverage of
the core. Using the routes recommended
in this study will allow a cyclist to come
within two blocks of any downtown
destination by bicycle. (See figure 2).

Several site-specific problems were
identified while completing the fieldwork
portion of this study.The poorest-rated
street sections shown in figure 1 are
often an indicator of the location of
these issues, though not always.

The most obvious problems emerging
from the analysis were street sections
with very narrow curb lane widths (6th

Avenue near Centre Street—see photo),
unexpected narrowing points caused by
parked cars (1st Street SW), and streets
with serious surface quality irregularities
(various locations). Examples of
unexpected narrowing include loading
zones that severely affect lane width
when in use, which presents a hazard to
cyclists. Compounding this is the fact
that these loading zones are often but
not always in use, rendering the
problem an occasional one.

A wide variety of responses from drivers
to lane narrowing was observed, from
lane changes to near misses of parked
cars.While the behaviour of motorists
is outside the scope of the model, it
was the measurement of lane widths
and the observation of traffic flows 
that pinpointed the problem locations,
confirming their potential hazards 
for cyclists.

Recommendations include resolving
issues of curb lane width, lane striping
with respect to lane-width continuity
between blocks, and surface irregularities
on a few streets. Improved management
between traffic signals, parking and
transit operations at the municipal level
would help to alleviate many of these
issues, and most could be resolved
without undertaking capital-intensive
engineering works.

Conclusion
The adoption of recommended cycling
routes in downtown Calgary would help
to complete the current cycling map,
which, though comprehensive on the
periphery, effectively abandons users
when they reach the core perimeter.
Given the volume of cyclists accessing
the core daily, the identification of
recommended routes through downtown
is desirable as a first step in officially
accommodating cyclists, and is possible
using the results of this analysis.
Implementing any physical changes to
street engineering would affect the ratings
and require recalculation of the ratings.

The findings of this case study identify
specific problems with the functionality
of downtown streets and intersections
that affect cyclists. Problems uncovered

as a result of this analysis could for the
most part be addressed without adversely
affecting other road users, and would
improve conditions for all road users
even at current traffic levels. Short of
the implementation of bicycle-oriented
facilities on all streets, or provisions
such as universal wide curb lanes, total
accessibility for cyclists on all downtown
streets is unattainable. Highlighting the
most bicycle compatible routes through
the core, operational changes made at
certain locations, and clear connections
to the pathway system would be a solid
first step toward increased integration of
bicycles on downtown Calgary streets. ■

Tim Blair is a planning consultant at J.L.
Richards & Associates Limited in Ottawa.This
research was part of a Masters degree in
Environmental Design at the University of Calgary,
and was conducted in 2002. He can be reached
at: tblair@jlrichards.ca

References and Notes
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Example of a local deficiency associated with narrow curb lane width on 6th Avenue SW at Centre Street, leaving little
space for motorists to overtake cyclists.
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The attention of higher education to
disaster management has increased

significantly in recent years. In the
United States, the number of universities
offering various degrees, certificates and
diplomas in the discipline has increased
from five to nearly 100 since 1995. In
Canada, only Brandon University offers
a university program in disaster and
emergency studies.With the increasing
trends in natural and human-made
disasters, more experts are needed in
the field to prepare communities for
disasters, mitigate their consequences,
manage responses to them and plan 
for recovery.1

In September 2003, the Office of Critical
Infrastructure Protection and Emergency
Preparedness (OCIPEP) announced a
new research initiative relating to
emergency management education in
Canada.The purpose of the initiative
was to document and analyze existing
emergency/disaster management post-

secondary education programs to find
the future directions, changes and
reinforcements that are needed to ensure
that Canada has the capability and capacity
to generate a viable, professional and
self-sustaining cadre of emergency
management professionals and researchers.
There is no doubt that planning education,
with some modification, can still play a
major and important role in disaster
management.The aim of this article is to
highlight the potential for education in
disaster management and to suggest
roles for planners working in disaster
management in Canada.

Relationships between
“Disaster Management”
and “Planning”
Disaster management is a four-phase
process that comprises mitigation,
preparedness, response and recovery.
Mitigation includes all actions designed
to reduce the impact of future disasters.

Preparedness refers to actions taken to
reduce the impact of disasters when
they are forecast or imminent. Response
refers to emergency actions taken soon
after a disaster. Recovery is the process
of repairing damages, restoring services
and reconstructing facilities after
disaster has struck.2 In an integrated and
comprehensive disaster management
approach, various types of plans such as
hazard mitigation plans, hazard-specific
mitigation plans, preparedness plans,
recovery plans, reconstruction plans and
hazard-specific preparedness plans are
usually prepared.3

Disaster and emergency management
and urban planning are relevant to each
other from at least four aspects: context;
methodology and approach; tools and
techniques; and related disciplines. In
terms of context, both “planning” and
“disaster management” deal with the
natural and the built environment.
Disaster is “a singular event that results

Planning and Disaster
Management Education in Canada:

Bridging the Gap
by Ali Asgary

Summary
More well-educated disaster and emergency professionals are needed in Canada. Evidence shows that existing university departments and

courses do not sufficiently address disaster and emergency planning and management issues. Urban planning education is not an exception
in this regard despite its valuable practical contribution to disaster and emergency planning and its subject potential.While the need has
been recognized, meeting this demand is a challenge. Questions such as whether we should create a new discipline or add hazard and
disaster planning and management education to the existing disciplines need to be answered.This article suggests that planning can

continue to play a major role in disaster and emergency management by directing planning education toward disaster management using 
a combination of three different approaches.

Sommaire
Il faut, au Canada, plus de professionnels bien formés en matière de catastrophes et de planification d’urgence. Des études révèlent que 
les programmes et cours universitaires actuels n’approfondissent pas suffisamment ces questions. Les études en urbanisme ne font pas
exception à la règle, en dépit de la contribution précieuse et pratique de la profession à ces égards et de son potentiel. Le besoin a été
reconnu, reste à le satisfaire, ce qui n’est pas mince affaire. En effet, il s’agit de savoir s’il y a lieu de créer une nouvelle discipline ou

d’inclure la planification en cas de catastrophe et la gestion des dangers à des disciplines existantes. Dans cet article, l’auteur suggère que
l’urbanisme peut continuer de jouer un rôle clé dans la gestion des catastrophes et des urgences en orientant les programmes d’études 

en urbanisme sur la gestion des désastres et ce, en faisant appel à trois approches différentes.

ACADEMIC NEXUS
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in widespread losses to people,
infrastructure, or the environment.”2 (p. 2)

Similarly,“planning” encompasses many
important facets of both the built and
natural environments. Both disciplines
share the same planning methodology.
Almost all major planning theories that
are discussed in urban planning are
somehow relevant and useable in disaster
and emergency planning, and similar
planning processes and techniques are
often used in both. In fact, except for
the response phase, almost all other
phases of disaster management are directly
or indirectly linked to physical planning.

Conventional planning measures are
among the most effective mitigation tools
for various types of hazards.Various
planning and design measures can be
implemented to prepare communities
for events when mitigation measures
are not in place or are inadequate.
Physical planning can facilitate preparedness
planning through provision of necessary
infrastructure and open space.The most
important components of the post-
disaster recovery and reconstruction
phase are physical planning tasks. In fact,
the most famous historical planning
event in Canada happened as a result of
the Halifax Explosion in 1917.This disaster
created a window of opportunity for
planners such as Thomas Adams to
implement his planning ideas in this city
during the reconstruction phase.4

Planners, by their training and education,
possess many skills and abilities that
serve as assets in dealing with post-
disaster issues. Moreover, the authorities
and tools that planners and planning
departments use for routine short- and
long-term planning and development
activities can also be used to implement
post-disaster reconstruction policies.5

(see table 1).

Finally,“disaster management” and
“physical planning” as disciplines are
both interdisciplinary.They benefit from
inputs from various pure sciences, social
sciences, arts and engineering, and they
transfer them into actions as defined by
Friedmann.6 Owing to its nature, disaster
management receives more inputs from
the pure sciences than from urban
planning.They share the same groups of
social sciences disciplines; however,
“disaster management” benefits more
from “management” and “psychology”
than from urban planning (see table 2).

Disaster Management
Education and Planning
Education in Canada
“The term ‘disaster management
education’, refers to the transfer of
knowledge and the facilitation of
understanding regarding the management
of hazards and disasters: specifically,
recognition of natural and human-induced
hazards and reduction of vulnerability.”1

(p. 3) Currently, only Brandon University
offers bachelor of arts and bachelor 
of science degrees in disaster and
emergency studies.The OCIPEP has
looked at the current level of disaster
management education in 38 major
Canadian universities to develop a
strategy for university-based disaster
management education.Altogether they
identified 100 university courses that
included some disaster management-
related education, an average of less
than three courses per university.
Geography accounted for 74 of the
undergraduate social science courses
identified, with the other fields (political
science, sociology, psychology, planning
and economics) providing very little, if
any, disaster management education.

However, a large majority of the courses
from geography only examine the physical
nature of hazards such as severe weather,
earthquakes and floods, but few address
the management or mitigation of these
hazards.7

In planning, about 25 Canadian universities
offer planning degrees accepted by the
Canadian Institute of Planners (doctor
of philosophy four; master of science
and master of arts 14; and bachelor of
arts seven).The University of Northern
British Columbia and the University of
Waterloo also created a new environ-
mental planning degree that aims to
meet the newly increasing demand for
environmental planners. None of the
universities mention disaster and
emergency planning in their program or
degree descriptions.

It is difficult to find a course directly
related to disaster management. In light
of the important role that local planning
plays in disaster management, it is
expected that courses would be available
for planning students to learn about
hazards and disasters and to recognize
the importance of vulnerability reduction
in the community planning process.7

TABLE 1: PHYSICAL PLANNING ROLE IN DISASTER MANAGEMENT

Mitigation Preparedness Response Recovery and 
Reconstruction

Types of Plans Hazard Mitigation Disaster and Emergency – Recovery Plan 
prepared Plan preparedness plan/ Service Continuation Plan

Emergency Response Plan Reconstruction Plan  

Potential High Moderate Low High
Planners Roles

Current Low Very Low Low Low
Planning
Education

TABLE 2: RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN DEPM AND PLANNING

Context Methodology Tools and Related Disciplines 
and Approach Techniques

Disaster Natural and  General Planning Land Use Planning Geography/Geology/Physics/
management Built Environment/ Theories Transportation Chemistry/Environmental

Cities and Villages Comprehensive Planning Science
Planning Infrastructure Management, Sociology,

Planning Politics, Psychology,
Economics, Law
Civil Engineering
Health sciences  

Urban and Natural and Built Planning Theories/ Land Use Planning Geography/Geology/
regional Environment/Cities Comprehensive Transportation Environmental Science
Planning and Villages Planning Planning Management, Sociology,

Infrastructure Politics, Economics, Law
Planning   Civil Engineering/Architecture
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Bridging the Gap 
The discussions reveal that there is a gap
between planning education and disaster
management education in Canada. In
practice, planners are involved with, and
play key roles in, different phases of
disaster management. In fact, they prepare
most parts of hazard mitigation plans or
post-disaster reconstruction plans.
Planning has the potential to support
disaster planning and management if the
existing gap is filled.The question is how
to fill the gap. Considering the existing
conditions of both “planning education”
and disaster management education in
Canadian universities, there seem to be
at least three alternative approaches to
challenge the gap.

The first approach is to add some courses
on disaster planning and management to
the existing curriculum.Although this is
possible, the required number of courses
may not fit in the existing curriculum.
The second approach, as suggested by
Falkiner,7 is to add more disaster and
emergency planning-related topics to
the contents of the existing courses.
Currently, some course instructors in
planning departments, especially in
disaster-prone countries, follow this
approach.This would certainly improve
the planner’s knowledge and skills, but
would not reduce the planner’s need for
a sound knowledge and understanding
of disaster and emergency issues.The
third approach acknowledges that

municipal governments could train new
planning employees in disaster and
emergency planning. However, it should
be emphasized that the aim here is not
to train disaster and emergency managers,
but to educate and train students to
become planners with sufficient knowledge
and skills for active and efficient
participation in disaster planning and
management. ■

Ali Asgary, is Assistant Professor, Department of
Applied Disaster and Emergency Studies, Brandon
University, Manitoba. He can be reached at:
Asgarya@brandonu.ca
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Moving Minds was the theme and challenge of July’s CIP
conference in Toronto.While some presenters focused

on the role of planners in shaping the ideas of the collective
public consciousness, others targeted politicians, developers
and even the planning profession.With each speaker, I felt my
mind being pulled in a new direction, but in the end I came
back to one question:As a planning student, what I am supposed
to do? I decided to take direction from two of the keynote
speakers.

Jaime Lerner is a Brazilian architect and civic leader with a
reputation for getting big projects with small budgets done on
seemingly impossible schedules.As someone who appreciates
being presented with practical solutions, I liked his answer to
dealing with a group he called complexity sellers. Complexity
sellers convince people to accept half an answer or a watered
down plan because things are just too complex. Professor
Lerner’s solution? Beat them with slippers. I have to assume
that something was lost in the translation from Portuguese,
but the message was clear. I cannot, as a student and future
professional planner, back down from a challenge or accept
less than the best. I want to be a part of this profession
because of its inherent complexities, not because everything is
neat, clean and simple. Fired up with images of a foot-stomping
revolution against the nay-sayers, I quickly had to check my
idealism when presented with the hypocrisies of planning.

Dr.Avi Friedman, a professor of Architecture at McGill University,
is known for pushing the creative envelope in support of
accessible and affordable neighbourhoods. He is not associated
with quashing student dreams. During his animated presentation,

Dr. Friedman showed a photo of a refurbished building with a
beautiful stone façade and high, arching windows. Set against
the image of a double garage with a house attached, the
disparity was obvious.Then I looked around the room and
wondered who had a transit pass and who had a garage door
opener. Can a planner live in the suburbs and write about
downtown revitalization? When I make the transition from
student to planner, how do I bring together my idealism with
the realities of life and my profession? 

My panic subsided as the conference progressed, and I felt
energized rather than challenged by the diversity of views.The
more students and professionals that I spoke with, the more 
I realized that we are united by our questions rather than our
answers. It is more important to start with similar goals than
to finish with identical products.

This was my first experience at a conference of professional
planners, and I see three challenges for the community of planning
students. First, we must continue offering answers to existing
questions. Sometimes our answers may be more questions, but
that is just a sign that the answers have not been found. Second,
we need to acknowledge, but not succumb to, the realities of
planning.A transit pass will not be practical for everybody
every day. Finally, as we look for answers and work toward
our goals, we must be willing to move our own minds first. ■

Suzanne Glenn is enrolled in McGill University’s Master of Urban Planning
program and can be reached at: susanne.glenn@mail.mcgill
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INTRODUCTION: 
Design and the Culture 
of Computing

In an article written for Plan Canada in
1998 entitled,“Information Technology

and the Planning Profession - Where is
it taking us?” I looked five, 10, and 15 years
into the future.1 It is sometimes
constructive to reexamine projections
made with 20/20 hindsight.As predicted,
the PC of today rivals any of the high-
end workstations of five years ago.With
PCs that most of our children see as
essential for websurfing and gaming, the
demands for computer aided design
(CAD), geographic information systems
(GIS), virtual reality (VR) and video editing
can be easily satisfied. Digital cameras,
video, PDAs, and even cell phones
provide affordable data capture, giving
planners the opportunity to assemble
visually rich multimedia presentations
over the web to members of the public.

On the software front, GIS, though now
considered a standard for planning, has
not entirely escaped the desks of GIS
technicians. Some advances in web-based
GIS have improved public access, though
in Canada, data is not generally a free
commodity. In many communities, easy
access of GIS data that is essential to
understanding the demographic and
physical evolution of our cities is still a
future goal.

For the urban designer, CAD tools, though
now more powerful than five years ago,
still require significant skill and expertise
to produce professional quality work.
More important, the lack of a seamless
integration between data and applications
presents the most serious barrier for
planners who must work in both CAD
and GIS environments.Taking a project
from the design process through site
analysis to presentation can be a
challenge.Though not a perfect work
environment, we can accomplish much
with the tools available on our desktop.
This paper addresses how GIS and
CAD can be an important set of tools
in the urban design process.

Urban Design and Planning
In creating livable environments, there
must be sensitivity to the quality of our
urban space. However, urban design is
more than merely big architecture or the
space between buildings. Fundamentally,
that urban design is more than the
creation of architectural space. Creating
opportunities in our cities for social,
cultural, community and economic
development requires a partnership of
public and private investment. For
developers and designers involved in
urban real estate, good design can be
justified by higher rates of return, lower
vacancy factors and lower lifetime costs.2
The public interest is also served by

good design. Creating a shared amenity
can stimulate economic revitalization and
promote community pride. Given the scale
of required investment in capital and
human resources by both the public and
private sector for even the most modest
project, the design profession needs to
advance approaches that can contribute
to the design of good city form.3

Building a Context with GIS:
Going beyond the physical
Though designers may not have an easy
time integrating a myriad of design
applications, there are tasks for which
computing provides an indispensable
tool in the design and planning of cities.
For the urban designer and planner, the
power of GIS can be essential in
establishing site context from the scale
of a neighbourhood to the region. In the
past, assembling site data was a laborious
task requiring the assembly and
examination of numerous aerial photos,
tables and maps. In most major North
American cities, it is now possible to
obtain information from GIS layers on
roads, sidewalks, public pathways, building
footprints, trees, telephone poles, light
standards and road signs. In addition, the
description and location of a city’s
infrastructure can be unearthed from
data stored on a city’s water, sewer, gas,
and communication network.

URBAN DESIGN

URBAN DESIGN
AND COMPUTING

by Richard M. Levy

Summary
GIS and CAD can be an important set of tools in the urban design process. In this article, the challenges and opportunities facing city
planners using GIS and CAD to improve the quality of the urban environment are described.Though we can look forward in the next

decade to greater advancements in computing capability, the real challenge facing planners and urban designers will remain: to develop 
a process that can accommodate all stakeholders in shaping the future form of our cities.

Sommaire
Les systèmes d’information géographique (SIG) et la conception assistée par ordinateur (CAO) peuvent s’avérer des outils précieux en
urbanisme. Cet article est consacré aux défis et aux possibilités qui s’offrent aux urbanistes municipaux qui se servent des SIG et de la

CAO pour améliorer la qualité du milieu urbain. Si les 10 prochaines années annoncent d’importants progrès en informatique, le principal
défi auquel sont confrontés les urbanistes et les concepteurs municipaux demeure entier : comment mettre au point une démarche qui fait

intervenir tous les intéressés dans le façonnement des villes de l’avenir.
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A 3D-representation of a city can be
created by using topographic information
extracted from GIS layers on contours
or Digital Elevation Models to create a
3D-mesh or Triangulated Irregular
Network.With these terrain models, it
is possible to construct a highly effective
computer model suitable for understanding
slope, aspect, hydrology, sun and shade
from the neighbourhood to the regional
scale. By draping aerial photos on the
terrain and adding building envelopes
extruded from footprints and building
height data, it is possible to create a
simple massing model of an urban or
regional landscape.These models are

relatively easy to create using ESRI’s 3D
Analyst, providing planners with an
intelligent 3D GIS suitable for examining
issues of topography, land use, zoning
and density.

What is particularly important about
examining the city in a 3D-GIS
environment is the ability to link objects
to attributes. Unlike maps and drawings,
information on the ownership, use, age,
type and historic status can be associated
and presented in these 3D virtual worlds.
In establishing the social and economic
context for urban design, it is possible
to connect physical aspects of a city to
data readily available from Statistics Canada
Census data.When zoning and land use
information are added as layers the urban
designer has the necessary background
data needed for concept studies.

For the urban planner, evaluating the
impact of physical form on the economics
and demographics of a city can be a
challenging exercise. Land use modeling
requires a level of expertise not present
in most planning departments. However,
using current GIS technology it is possible
to create a workspace for collaboration,
negotiations and discussions with the
community, developers and government.
To facilitate this interaction, web-based
environments giving equal access to all
parties would create a level playing field
in the early stages of design development
and would promote a sense of trust and
buy-in among all stakeholders.

In refining urban design concepts, the
professional can build upon the analysis
created in GIS by exporting layers of
data into a CAD environment.The
challenge remains of updating the GIS
environment in real time with the detailed
designs created in a CAD environment.
It is still far easier to move data from
GIS to CAD than from CAD to GIS.
However, even with these limitations
and restrictions, designers can work
digitally, moving from sketching programs
like AutoCAD’s Architectural Studio or
SketchUP (@Last Software, Inc Boulder
Co.) to the more traditional CAD
environments of AutoCAD and
MicroStation. Moving these files into
rendering applications like 3DStudioVIZ,
SDStudioMAX, Cinema4D or Maya can
produce photo realistic renderings and
walkthrough animations for maximum
visual impact. For the recent graduate of

architecture schools, navigating the sea
of applications available to designers does
not present a problem. For management,
however, creating a culture and operational
structure that can take full advantage of
this digital world is still a challenge.

Workflow and Communication
in the E-world
Managers of design firms must always
be concerned with workflows.Without
attention to the flow of information in
an office, effort can be wasted on
redrawing work as it moves from each
stage in the design process, even in a
CAD environment.This does not mean
that a client’s needs are not refined as
new contextual information is introduced
to the design process. However, what is
critical is that at each stage in the design
process, from concept to working
drawings, the efforts of previous designers
are not reproduced. Firms working
across time zones have been challenged
by the need to work collaboratively in
virtual teams.This requirement has
provided an impetus behind applications,
to give groups of design professionals
the opportunity to share the same
workspace. Contributing to this trend is
the adoption of broadband services and
groupware.Taking the shared experience
beyond the company walls is the missing
element of the design process. If we
believe that public involvement is critical
to the success of the project, we need
to communicate with all stakeholders.4

Video gamers increasingly use the Internet
to play and share fantasies in fantastic
real-time worlds. Employing the same
technology of video game makers, urban
designers could construct virtual
environments that reproduce the physical
and social world of urban space.A tool
for public education and design review,
concepts could be explored in real time
walkthroughs of virtual environments. In
walking down a street in an interactive
virtual world, members of a community
could share and record thoughts with
others on proposals that would transform
their cities. It is unfortunate that the design
process does not generally include this
type of exploration regularly even when
projects require hundreds of millions of
dollars and many years to complete.The
competitions for the World Trade Center
in New York and Canadian War Museum
in Ottawa could certainly have benefited
from having VR worlds, allowing the public
to clearly understand each completion
submission from the pedestrians’ viewpoint.

Figure 1: CommunityViz Suite is GIS-based software for planners who are using the ESRI ArcView. It is an integrated
platform that consists of two components: Scenario Constructor for quantitative analysis and SiteBuilder 3D for 3D
visualization. See: www.communityviz.com
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In the next decade, hardware and software
solutions will advance practice along a
curve that began over a decade ago.The
real challenge to develop a process that
can accommodate all stakeholders in
shaping the future form of our cities will
remain. Managing a design process that
can respond to the challenges of practice
in a world that is clearly more globalized
and fractured will require closer
examination of how GIS, CAD and
information technology can improve the
quality of the urban environment. Part
of the challenge is political.The technology
is currently available to enable our

communities to be true participants in
the urban design process. However, to
use this technology as part of a public
participatory framework is a political
decision. Giving citizens greater
opportunity to participate may be
viewed as diminishing the power for
those who traditionally control the
development process. Unless participatory
design is seen as a means for
accommodating all stakeholders and
providing positive benefits to all, it is
unlikely we will provide a public window
into the design process. ■

Richard M Levy, PhD, MCIP,AIA Assoc.,
is a Professor of Planning at the University of
Calgary. His research interests focus on the use of
3D computer modeling, GIS, computer visualization
and virtual reality as decision-making tools in the
evaluation of urban development projects and
historic resource management. He can be reached
at: rmlevy@ucalgary.ca

Figure 2: Screen shots from a virtual LRT station; Z. Wang, R. Levy, University of Calgary. (Worlds were constructed in Sense8, World Up)
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It is of little surprise that planning and politics are intertwined
in both theory and practice.What is surprising, however, is

the continued reluctance of both occupations to see the merits
of the other. Planners (try to) ensure that cities run smoothly
and politicians (try to) ensure the people inhabiting those
cities remain content. More often than not, they even work in
the same building.

Planners develop plans that alter the built environment in order
to achieve a desired goal. Politicians decide, on behalf of their
constituencies, which plans (and subsequently which goals)
best suit the needs of the society. Clearly, then, the two are
mutually dependent: planners don’t carry out their plans and
politicians don’t develop them. One could even say the role of
the planner lies in the ability to conceptualize, and the role of
the politician in the ability to actualize.The fact that this
relationship places the role of the planner beneath the role of
the politician may be cause for concern. In any case, the
relationship is co-dependent and a deficiency in either would
result in a complete lack of action at the societal level.

But is this relationship an inherent feature of planning/politics
or simply its outcome in Canadian culture? 

If we can quite clearly see the correlation between the two
spheres, why do we insist on keeping their workings separate?
Planners lack the ability to carry out their plans and politicians
lack the ability to create plans. Maybe the height of planning would
lie in the ability to govern itself? Maybe the height of politics lies
in the ability to have decisions backed by personal knowledge? 

When viewed in this light, the two occupations achieve a state
previously unrecognized: fragmentation. Hidden from each is
the simple fact that they are merely two representations of
the same unrealized ideal: the ability to act.The goal of planners
should be viewed as achieving the authority required to carry
out their plans. Planners must realize, of course, that this is a
feat possible only when they become politicians.

Understanding one’s choices and not acting is just as undesirable
as acting without being able to understand one’s choices. It is
of little surprise that planning and politics are related. I wonder
if they are, in fact, the same? ■

Ryan McVeigh can be reached at: rmcveigh@sympatico.ca

ONE MEMBER’S OPINION
by Ryan McVeigh

171 Victoria St. N., Kitchener,
Ontario  N2H 5C5
(519) 576-3650  
Fax: (519) 576-0121
imacnaught@mhbcplan.com

545 North Rivermede Road # 105,
Concord, Ontario L4K 4H1
(905) 761-5588  
Fax: (905) 761-5589
clarkson@mhbcplan.com

630 Colborne Street # 202,
London N6B 2V2
(519) 858- 2797 
Fax: (519) 858-2920
cwiebe@mhbcplan.com
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Topics for both conferences include:

• Traditional town planning and civic values
• New designs for mixed use urban fabric
• Urban planning for civic engagement
• Classical architecture yesterday and today
• Successful development models: case studies
• Ecological and social sustainability
• Public place as community catalyst
• Urban square and spirit of democracy
• Innovative designs for new urban neighborhoods
• Redesigning shopping malls as town centers
• Built environment and the healthy city
• Children and the elderly: planned neglect in urban planning
• Strategies for containing sprawl
• Regional planning for the healthy city
• Identity and the built environment
• The aesthetic presence of the past
• Development without public transportation: reality or

nightmare?

• High rise and public social life: compatible?
• Teaching traditional architecture and urbanism
Those interested in presenting a paper or exhibiting relevant
work at one of the Spring International Making Cities Livable
Conferences should send a 200-250 word abstract to the
Program Committee Chair before the deadline of
October 15, 2004.

Send proposals to:

Suzanne H. Crowhurst Lennard, PhD
Program Committee Chair
IMCL Conferences
PO Box 7586
Carmel, California 93921
Fax: 831-624-5126
E-mail: Suzanne.Lennard@livablecities.org

For more information see: www.livablecities.org

at the 
41st IMCL Conference

“True Urbanism and the Healthy City”
Carmel, California

February 17-21, 2005
and

42nd IMCL Conference
“True Urbanism and Civic Values”

Charleston, South Carolina
March 6 – 10, 2005

Co- organized with the University of Notre Dame School of Architecture

C A L L  F O R  PA P E R S  A N D
I N V I TAT I O N TO E X H I B IT
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Dans la région, l’ICU travaille directement avec des partenaires
en Trinité-et-Tobago depuis 1999 pour renforcer la pratique

de l’urbanisme dans des collectivités urbaines à faible revenu.
Ses interventions sont appuyées par l’Agence canadienne de
développement international (ACDI) et prennent la forme de
mesures de formation, de transfert de connaissances, d’ateliers
communautaires et du placement en stages d’étudiants canadiens
nouvellement diplômés en urbanisme, au sein d’organisations
hôtes trinidadiennes.

En novembre 2003, l’ACDI a approuvé sa contribution au projet
de planification et de développement communautaire urbain
intégrées (IUCPD). Ce projet de trois ans répond au besoin de
mise en œuvre planifiée de projets d’infrastructure sociale et
physique; il se déroule à East Port of Spain (EPoS), une région à
flanc de colline densément peuplée sise dans les limites de la
ville de Port of Spain. La région se distingue par des revenus
faibles, un développement non autorisé et non planifié, le squattage
sur les terrains de l’État et de la municipalité, une infrastructure
physique et sociale insuffisante, une vulnérabilité aux glissements
de terrain et aux inondations et une forte incidence de criminalité
chez les jeunes et de chômage.

Le projet IUCPD appuie une démarche de planification inclusive
à l’échelon locale dans la collectivité de Gonzales (pop. estimée
à 5 000) dans le but de démontrer et de tester une méthodologie
susceptible d’être reproduite ailleurs. La participation d’une
vaste gamme d’intéressés à la formulation du plan, l’intégration
des priorités en matière de développement social et physique
aux plans municipaux de développement et l’établissement de
liens entre l’élaboration des plans et leur mise en œuvre
constituent trois aspects clés de cette méthodologie.

La démarche de planification repose sur la coopération active
de la Town and Country Planning Division, de la City of Port of
Spain Corporation et des organismes communautaires de
Gonzales. Les administrations locales sont confrontées à un
manque de compétences, de programmes de formation et des
ressources connexes requises pour élaborer et mettre en
œuvre un plan. C’est pour cette raison que le projet prévoit
également la prestation d’une série de modules de formation
professionnelle à l’intention des urbanistes de la fonction
publique et d’autres cadres et employés qui interviennent à
l’échelon communautaire. La formation portera sur la méthodologie
de planification intégrée, les systèmes d’information
géographique et les techniques de participation du public.

Missions de formation et ateliers de
planification communautaires réguliers –
2004 à 2006
Le projet prévoit des missions de formation régulières au cours
des deux prochaines années. Les membres de l’ICU ayant de
l’expérience dans les domaines suivants sont invités à participer.
> Méthodologie de planification intégrée : planification du

développement social, environnemental et économique à
l’échelle des quartiers; établissement de liens entre l’élaboration
d’un plan et la mise en œuvre d’un projet.

> Systèmes d’information géographique : le rôle des SIG dans
la planification communautaire; créer un projet SIG avec des

données limitées; coordination entre agences des systèmes
d’information.

> Participation communautaire à la planification : survol des
méthodes permettant d’inciter les résidants et les autres
intéressés locaux à la démarche de planification; exercice de
cartographie communautaire; exercice de visionnement
communautaire; technique de diffusion externe à l’échelon
communautaire.

La formation prendra la forme de colloques d’une demi-journée,
d’ateliers pratiques avec des professionnels, des cadres et des
employés et d’ateliers de planification communautaire.

Échéancier
Une série de cinq missions de formation et ateliers est prévue
entre octobre 2004 et septembre 2005; d’autres missions sont
prévues entre octobre 2005 et octobre 2006.Typiquement, les
participants à ces missions seront à l’extérieur du pays pendant
7 à 10 jours.

Issues attendues
Les équipes de formation de l’ICU auront à fournir :
> avant le départ, une compilation des documents de

formation sur la méthodologie de planification intégrée;
> les systèmes d’information géographique ou les techniques

de participation du public, ou les deux;
> avant le départ, préparation d’exposés de type colloque;
> présentation des exposés en Trinité;
> présentation d’un atelier communautaire en Trinité;
> prestation d’ateliers pratiques auprès de professionnels en

Trinité;
> présentation d’un rapport final sur la mission une fois de

retour au Canada.

Dédommagement
L’ICU défrayera les participants du coût d’un billet d’avion
aller-retour en classe économique, du coût d’une chambre
d’hôtel standard et du coût de leurs repas, de leurs menues
dépenses et de leurs déplacements sur place.

Les participants ne toucheront pas d’honoraires professionnels.

Sélection des participants
Veuillez envoyer votre curriculum vitae et une lettre de
présentation à international@cip-icu.ca. Les participants seront
choisis par le Comité international de l’ICU et seront informés
un mois avant leur date de départ.

La contribution des membres de l’ICU aux activités de formation
entreprises dans le cadre de ce projet comptera comme
participation aux activités de perfectionnement professionnel et
d’apprentissage continus.

Le projet IUCPD est rendu possible par une 
contribution de 300 000 dollars canadiens 
de la Direction générale du partenariat 
canadien de l’Agence canadienne de 
développement international.

Invitation aux membres de l’ICU à participer à des missions
internationales de formation en Trinité-et-Tobago 2004-2006

Afin de mieux faire connaître l’urbanisme hors de la profession et d’exposer professionnels, décideurs et le public 
à la bonne pratique de l’urbanisme, l’ICU s’active dans les Caraïbes depuis 1984, par le biais de son adhésion à la

Commonwealth Association of Planners (CAP).

Les armoiries de Trinité-et-Tobago
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Canada Mortgage and Housing Corporation (CMHC) is Canada's national housing agency. In
everything we do, we are committed to helping improve quality of life for Canadians and build
vital, healthy and sustainable communities across the country. As part of this commitment,
CMHC's best practices for neighbourhood design and land use will help you reduce impacts
to the environment through sustainable planning.We also offer partnership services and tools
to plan and develop affordable housing and information to help you build healthy, vibrant and
sustainable communities across the country.

For more information call CMHC at
1 800 668 2642 or visit www.cmhc.ca
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